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LIFO UPDATE 

If you had called me personally to ask "What's 
happening lately with LIFO that I need to know 
about?" ... Here's what I'd say: 

#1. REV. PROe. 2002-17 EXPLAINS IRS 
REVERSAL OF POSITION & SAFE 
HARBOR METHOD FOR VALUING PARTS 
INVENTORIES. Earlier this year, the IRS con-

ceded the victory it sought and received in the Tax 
Court in denying Mountain State Ford Truck Sales 
the right to use replacement cost, instead of actual 
cost, for valuing its parts inventories. 

In Revenue Procedure 2002-17, the IRS ex
plained what needs to be done, or alternatively, what 
does not have to be done, by dealers in different 
situations. 

Bottom Line: Dealerships already using the 
replacement cost method-as described in the Rev
enue Procedure and without any adjustment--<lon't 
have much to worry about or to do. 

There is no doubt that the IRS description of its 
safe harbor replacement cost method for valuing 
parts inventories allows (i.e., prohibits) no further 
adjustments in an attempt to reduce the higher 
replacement cost results to approximate the lower 
actual cost 

Many dealerships are using various modifica
tions, shortcuts, or other unorthodox estimate tech
niques to reduce replacement cost to estimated 
actual cost. These approaches loosely masquerade 
as methods of accounting for valuing parts invento
ries. These dealerships should consider filing 
Form 3115 to change to the IRS safe harbor 
replacement cost method in order to protect 
their prior years parts inventory valuations. 

Readers of the UFO Lookout are aware of our 
strong opposition to suggesting any remedies for the 
IRS to consider ... other than outright capitulation. 
NADA, on the other hand, did submit several propos
als to the IRS for skirting the Tax Court's mandate 
that only actual cost be used. NADA's document 
contains significant and helpful discussions relative 
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to industry practices for parts inventories and the 
related LIFO ramifications. See pages 11-15 for 
more on this. 

We have also included a Sample Letter for 
communicating with your dealer clients ... page 10 ... 
and reprinted the I RS Automotive Alert! summarizing 
the Revenue Procedure on page 16. The article from 
Oea/ersEdge CFO Report on page 1 8 is also re
printed with permission. 

see LIFO UPDATE, page 2 
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LIFO Update (Continued from page 1) 

#2. UPDATED RULES FOR AUTOMATIC LIFO & 
ACCOUNTING METHOD CHANGES. In the 

last issue of the LIFO Lookout, we detailed the 
changes made by Revenue Procedure 2002-9 to 
increase and liberalize the number of accounting 
method changes that can be made as "automatic" 
changes. These are changes that taxpayers can 
make without first securing permission from the IRS. 
In subsequently issuing Rev. Proc. 2002-19, the IRS 
modified some of the rules it previously issued in 
2002-9. One of these changes now gives a big 
break to taxpayers. 

In Rev. Proc. 2002-19, the IRS indicated that it 
will now allow taxpayers to deduct the entire amount 
of any favorable Section 481 (a) adjustment in one 
year. Originally, Section 5.03 of Rev. Proc. 2002-9 
indicated that negative Section 481 (a) adjustments, 
i.e., taxpayer-favorable adjustments reducing tax
able income, would have to be taken into income over 
four (4) years. 

Accordingly, for current automatic method 
changes with negative Section 481 (a) adjustments 
the entire deduction can be taken into account in one 
year. This is far more favorable than the original 
treatment. Some taxpayers may be eligible to refile 
a "Substitute Application Und er Rev. Proc. 2002-19" 
to take advantage of this change for 2001 . 

One Problem Area. As one might expect, there 
is some confusion over the appropriate spread pe
riod, if any, if the accounting method change produc
ing the net negative Section 481 (a) adjustment also 
involves inventories that are on LIFO. 

Computational approaches and practices in con
nection with these 3115s are all over the map. We 
are planning a thorough discussion of this in an 
upcoming issue of the Lookout. 

#3. BIG SURPRISE FOR IRS AT APPEALS: 
TAXPAYER ESCAPES ALMOST $5 MILLION 
OF LIFO RECAPTURE. In October 18, 2000, 

the Tax Court held in Coggin Automotive Corporation 
that after a complicated restructuring involving a 
consolidated group of dealership corporations ... 
there should be a LIFO reserve recapture of roughly 
$4.8 million. 

In this case, the IRS threw two arguments at the 
taxpayer. The IRS first challenged the overall corpo
rate group restructuring as a sham. The Tax Court 
did not agree with the IRS on this point. However, the 
Tax Court agreed with the IRS's second attack which 
was based on the direct application of Section 1363(d). 
This resulted in the almost $5 million LIFO recapture. 
For an analysis otthiscase, see the December, 2000 
LIFO Lookout. 

Now comes a ... Big Surprise! The Tax Court has 
been reversed by the District Court upon appeal. 
This decision will be analyzed in the next issue of the 
LIFO Lookout. 

#4. TERMINATION OF LIFO ELECTION 
CONFIRMED BY APPEALS COURT. In the 

September 2001 LIFO Lookout, we discussed the 
major loss to Consolidated Manufacturing, Inc. when 
its LIFO termination by the Tax Court was upheld by 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit. 

Consolidated Mfg. had lost its LIFO election 
because it had tried to "pick and choose" what 
inventory goods it put on LIFO. The Company was 
held to have made an invalid LIFO election with 
respect to the years 1990 and 1991. 

With the same LIFO termination issue at stake, 
Consolidated filed a protective claim for refund in 
connection with its 1992 tax year. The District Court 
supported the IRS' refusal to refund any 1992 taxes 
because the taxpayer and the IRS, in their previous 
case, had agreed to be bound by the Tax Court's 
decision as if the 1992 tax year had been included in 
the earlier proceeding involving the years 1990 and 
1991. 

#5. ISP SETTLEMENT GUIDELINE ON 
EARLIEST ACQUISITIONS. In February, the 

IRS released its Settlement Guidelines for situations 
involving the use of various earliest acquisitions 
methods for valuing dollar-value LIFO pool incre
ments. These Settlement Guidelines apply to all 
industries and continue the IRS's generally negative 
attitude towards this LIFO sub-election. 

#6. SUPERLIFO VS. IRS "UNOFFICIAL" NEW ITEM 
DETERMINATIONS. Over the years, we have 

compared our SUPERLIFO new item determinations 
with those mac;fe by the office of the I RS Motor 
Vehicle Technical Advisor. 

Although many CPAs and/or dealers use service 
bureaus for their LI FO calculations, other firms still 
do their own calculations and make these determina
tions each year for themselves. 

The last comparison, involving determinations 
for the manufacturer model years 2000-2001 ap
peared in the March 2001 LIFO Lookout. We have 
made a similar detailed comparison for the model 
year 2002 new items based on the listing released by 
the Motor Vehicle Technical Advisor dated April 25, 
2002. For an overview, see page 19 which is followed 
by the detailed side-by-side comparisons and a sum
mary of the differences. * 
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VALUING PARTS INVENTORIES ... 
WHETHER USING LIFO OR NOT ... 

THE REPLACEMENT COST METHOD 
In a period of rising prices, the industry practice 

of valuing year-end parts inventories at replacement 
or current cost ... without any further adjustment ... 
actually results in higher tax liability for a dealership 
(using the LIFO method) than would the use of actual 
cost. Nevertheless, dealerships have continued to 
use current cost as the standard method for valuing 
their year-end inventories of parts and accessories. 

This has been the case because the automobile 
and truck manufacturers require parts inventories to 
be valued at current cost. In addition, the software 
vendors who provide manufacturer authorized and 
approved data processing systems for dealerships 
have structured their systems to capture only this 
replacement or current cost information. 

On April 1st, 2002 the IRS officially reversed its 
stance against the use of replacement cost as a 
substitute for actual cost in valuing auto and truck 
dealers' parts inventories. In Revenue Procedure 
2002-17, the IRS describes the method for valuing 
year-end parts inventories that the Service says it will 
allow as a substitute for actual cost determinations. 

Rev. Proc. 2002-17 is relatively brief ... consid
ering the long and intensive struggles leading up to 
the Tax Court and afterwards involving the National 
Automobile Dealer Association lobbying to get the 
I RS to back off after its victory. 

Bottom Line: Dealerships already using the 
replacement cost method-as specifically described 
in the Revenue Procedure-don't have much to worry 
about or to do. 

• Purpose 
• Background 

• Scope 
• Replacement Cost Method 

• Audit Protection for Taxpayers Currently 
Using the Replacement Cost Method 

• Change in Method of Accounting 

• Recordkeeping 

• Effect on Other Documents 

• Effective Date. 

However, in our opinion, there is no doubt that 
the IRS description of its safe harbor replacement 
cost method for valuing parts inventories contem
plates, or shall we say requires, that no further 
adjustments will be made to the resulting valuation in 
an attempt to reduce it to approximate, or estimate, 
the lower actual cost. 

If this is correct, dealerships using various 
shortcut, unorthodox or estimate techniques 
loosely masquerading as methods of account
ing for valuing their parts inventories may want 
to change to the IRS safe harbor replacement 
cost method in order to protect their prior years 
parts inventory valuations. 

NADA INPUT TO THE IRS 

In January 2000, the IRS had requested input 
from interested parties on its Guidance Priority List 
for 2000. One of the topics on its list related to the 
parts inventory valuation problem. In February 2000, 
the National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) 
responded with comments suggesting that the mat
ter of valuing parts inventories in conjunction with the 
use of the LIFO methodshould be further considered. 

NADA submitted six proposals addressed to the 
implications of the Tax Cou rt's unrealistic decision in 
Mountain State Ford Truck. Sales, Inc. 

NADA wanted the IRS to allow dealers "to ap
proximate actual cost without unduly burdening the 
industry with the developmental costs for a whole 
new series of data processing system changes which, 
ultimately, result in little or no change in tax liability 
related to the valuation of and indexing of LIFO parts 
inventories. n 

It should be noted that NADA's emphasis was 
not on the fact that all dealers cannot and do not 
use actual cost regardless of whether or not they 
are on LIFO, and therefore, the industry-wide impli
cations affect all dealers. Instead, the emphasis of 
NADA's submission was limited to those dealerships 
using LIFO and replacement cost as an increment 
valuation technique in connection with their dollar
value method LIFO elections. 

see VALUING PARTS INVENTORIES, page 4 
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Valuing Parts Inventories 

In its view, each of NADA's alternatives followed 
"the underlying rationale of existing regulations per
mitting reasonable approximation of actual cost." As 
a final alternative, NADA had suggested that dealers 
be allowed an automatic, painless termination of their 
LI FO elections for parts inventories. 

Interestingly, Rev. Proc. 2002-17 does not ad
dress the multiplicity of computational techniques 
used by auto dealers, and it makes no mention of any 
of the computational approaches for parts invento
ries on LIFO presented to it by NADA for consider
ation. In short, Rev. Proc. 2002-17 reflects no 
evidence of any consideration of the technical L1FO
related issues raised by NADA in its submission. 

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS •.• 
FOR LIFO TAXPAYERS AND FOR 
STATISTICAL SAMPLING APPLICATIONS 

Where a LIFO election has been made for valu-
ing the parts inventories, practitioners often apply 
sampling techniques ... statistical or non-statistical 
... for better or for worse. 

The proper application of statistical sampling 
techniques to (LIFO) inventories has always been a 
controversial subject. Despite a" of its meetings over 
the years with the AICPA, the Tax Bar and the Big 
Eight, Seven, Six, Five, Four ... firms and others, the 
IRS has never published any useful or official 
guidance on this to help LIFO taxpayers through 
the stat sampling minefield ... Rev. Proc. 64-4 
notwithstanding. 

Revenue Procedure 2002-17 contains no spe
cific references to the use of LIFO ... nor to the use 
of statistical sampling ... in its description of the 

(Continued from page 3) 

replacement cost method that the IRS will accept. 
This leaves many unanswered questions related to 
whether less than all of the ending parts inventory 
can be repriced (i.e., "sampledj in determining the 
end-of-the-year replacement cost valuation and/or 
the computation of the inflation indexes for parts 
inventories. 

Our coverage of Rev. Proc. 2002-17 and NADA's 
submission includes the following: 

REV. PROC. 2002·17 

• Overview & Background .......................... 5 

• Definitions & Requirements ..................... 6 
• Audit Protection for Changes .................. 7 

• Procedures for Changing Methods .......... 8 

• Recordkeeping & Other Matters .............. 9 

• Sample letter to Clients.......... ................ 10 

NADA's SUBMISSION (Feb. 2000) 

• Industry Practices for Valuing Parts 
Inventories with LIFO Elections ........... 11 

• Determining the Current-Year Cost 
of Items in a LIFO Parts Pool ............... 12 

• NADA's Proposals for Coordinating 
the Use of Replacement Cost with LIFO 14 

OTHER MATERIALS 

• IRS Automotive Alert! issued by 
IRS Motor Vehicle Technical Advisor ... 16 

• Reprint from June, 2002 
OealersEdge CFO Report .................... 18 
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Overview of 
Rev. Proc. 2002-17 

Effective Date 

IRS Explanation of 
Mountain State Ford 

Decision 

(Sec. 2.07) 

"Unique 
Circumstances" 

Considered by IRS 
Supporting Its 

Decision to Allow 
Replacement Cost 
Method Despite Its 

Victory in the 
Tax Court 

(Sec. 2.08) 

IRS-Dealer 
Win-Win Benefits 

Citatioll 

• Provides safe harbor accounting method for dealers' parts and accessories inventories. 
• Allows dealers to approximate the actual cost of their parts inventories by using a 

replacement ,cost method based on end-of-the-year prices taken from manufacturers' 
standard price lists. 

• Automatic consent to change granted in almost all cases. 
• Section 10.02 of the Appendix of Rev. Proc. 2002-9 is amended to include a change to this 

safe harbor method as an automatic change in method not requiring advance IRS approval. 

• Generally, effective for taxable years ending on or after December 31, 2001. 

• In Mountain State Ford v. Commissioner, 112 T.e. 58 (1999), the Tax Court held that a 
dealer that sold heavy truck parts and used the dollar-value LIFO method to account for its 
parts inventory was not entitled to determine the current-year cost of the parts in its ending 
inventory by reference to their replacement cost. 

• In so holding, the Tax Court found that the dealer's replacement cost method was not in 
accordance with the method it had elected on its Form 970, Application to Use LIFO 
Inventory Method. 

• The dealer's'Form 970 indicated that it would determine the current-year cost of the items 
in its ending parts inventory by reference to the actual cost of the goods most recently 
purchased or produced. This would be in accordance with Reg. Sec. 1.472-8(e)(2)(ii)(a). 

• The Tax Court further concluded that even if the dealer had elected to use another proper 
method (as provided for by Reg. Sec. 1.472-8(e)(2)(ii)(d)), the dealer could not use the 
replacement cost of the parts to determine current-year cost because replacement cost does 
not determine current-year cost on the basis of, or by reference to, actual cost (or in some 
instances a reasonable approximation of actual cost) in accordance with Section 472(b). 

• Industry Practice. It has been the long-standing and widespread practice of automobile 
dealers to use replacement cost to determine the cost of their vehicle parts inventory both 
for financial accounting and for Federal income tax purposes. 

• Use of Replacement Cost Required by Third Party. Automobile dealers are commonly 
required by their franchisors (i.e., the vehicle's manufacturer) to value their vehicle parts 
inventory using replacement cost, rather than actual cost. 

• Substantial Burden Associated with Switching to Actual Cost. The automobile dealer 
industry has represented that automobile dealers that are presently using replacement cost 
to value their vehicle parts inventory likely would incur substantial expense if they were 
required to modify their existing record keeping systems to determine the cost of such 
inventory using actual cost. 

• Replacement Cost Approximates Actual Cost in this Industry. The automobile dealer 
industry has provided data to demonstrate that, on average, in their industry, due to 
relatively low inflation and high inventory turnover, the replacement cost of vehicle parts 
approximates th€ actual cost of such parts. 

• Administrative convenience 
• Recordkeeping burden simplification and/or reduction 
• Avoidance of further controversy and/or hazards of litigation 
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Scope 

(Sec. 3) 

In General 

(Sec. 4.01) . 

Three Requirements 
of the 

Replacement Cost 
Method 

(Sec. 4.01) 

Definition of 
"Replacement Cost" 

(Sec. 4.02) 

Definition of 
"Standard Price List" 

(Sec. 4.03) 

Book Conformity 
Requirement 

(Sec. 4.04) 

• Applies only to a taxpayer who is engaged in the trade or business of selling vehicle parts at 
retail and who is authorized under an agreement with one or more vehicle manufacturers or 
distributors to sell new automobiles or new light, medium, or heavy-duty trucks (automobile 
dealer). 

• This includes light, medium and heavy-duty truck dealers who are selling new vehicles. 

• A taxpayer/dealer within the scope is permitted to use the replacement cost method to 
approximate the actual cost of its vehicle parts inventory. 

• However, there are three requirements that must be satisfied (see below). 
• The replacement cost method may be used with either FIFO or LIFO inventory valuations. 
• Dealers subject to the Section 263A inventory cost cap rules must include in inventory costs 

the additional amounts required by Reg. Sees. 1.263A-l and A-3 (e.g., freight costs). 

• Dealer must determine the cost of the vehicle parts in its inventory by reference to the 
replacement cost of the vehicle parts, 

• Dealer must determine the replacement cost using a standard price list, and 
• Dealer must satisfy a book conformity requirement set forth in the Revenue Procedure. 
• Observation: Although not explicitly stated in the text of the Revenue Procedure, if taken 

literally, the above description of the replacement cost method does not anticipate (i.e., it 
would appear to preclude) any modifications or adjustments to the results obtained once the 
ending inventory has been tabulated at replacement cost. For more on this, see the discussion: 
"Dealers Using Unorthodox andlor Modified Replacement Cost Methods Should Consider 
Changing to the New Safe Harbor Method." 

• "Replacement Cost" means the amount provided in a standard price list at which a vehicle part 
may be purchased by the dealer on the date of the inventory. 

• What to do if part is not included on price list at the end of the year ... If, on the date of the 
inventory, the vehicle part is not provided in a standard price list, the replacement cost for the 
part is equal to the last amount provided in a standard price list (i.e., the price at which the part 
was last offered for purchase in a standard price list). 

• Observation: This creates Ii problem for computations where the part is not "provided" in the 
year-end list and the cost for that part earlier in the year is simply omitted on the year-end run. 

• Definition: "A price list that is widely recognized and used for business purposes in the 
automobile dealer industry and that is used by the taxpayer in the ordinary course of its 
business to purchase the vehicle parts for which it is determining the cost." 

• In other words, the manufacturers' price lists are to be used. 
• Observation: No mention is made of procedures, if any, to be followed where the "date of the 

inventory" is not the same date as the end of the dealer's taxable year. . 

• A dealer satisfies the book conformity requirement if it determines the cost of vehicle parts in 
its inventory using the replacement cost of the vehicle parts ... when it ascertains the income, 
profit, or loss of its trade or business for purposes of its books, records, and reports (including 
financial statements) to its shareholders, partners, other proprietors, .beneficiaries, and creditors. 

• The above is rather wordy, but it is taken directly from the Revenue Procedure. 
• Stated more simply, the IRS requires that the valuation computed using the replacement cost 

method must be used for valuing parts inventories for all financial reporting purposes if it is 
going to be used for Federal tax purposes. 

• Observation: This requirement is similar to the fmancial statement conformity requirement 
imposed on all LIFO taxpayers. 

~Ph~ot~oCOP~Y~lng~O~r ~Repr~lnt~in~g~W~~~ho~ut~p~erm~i~ss~io~n ~ls~p~roh~ib~tte~d~~~~~*~~~~~~~~A~Q~U~an~e~rIY~U~pd~a~le~oI~L~IF~O~. ~News~.~V~lews~an~d~ld~e~as 
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Audit Protection 
for Dealers 

Already Using 
Replacement Cost 

Method 

(Sec. 5) 

Dealers Using 
Unorthodox and/or' 

Modified Replacement 
Cost Methods 

Should Consider 
Changing 
to the New 

Safe Harbor Method 

Audit Protection for 
Dealers who Want to 

Change to the 
Replacement Cost 

Method 

(Sec. 6.03) 

Procedures 

• No Form 3115 is required. A dealer who is already using the replacement cost method for 
valuing parts inventories may continue to use this method without filing a Form 3115 
(Application for Change in Accounting Method). . 

• This applies to dealers using the replacement cost method on March 12,2002. 
• Audit Protection. The IRS will not question the use of the replacement cost method in a 

taxable year that ends before December 31, 2001. 
• If the dealer is involved in an IRS audit and the use of the replacement cost method is 

already an issue, the IRS will drop the issue, and it will not be further pursued. 

• Virtually every dealer in the United States has been using some variation of the 
replacement cost method because it is not possible - and it never has been possible - to 
determine actual cost of the ending inventory. There never has been any real alternative to 
the use of replacement cost, and any pretense that auto and truck dealers could determine 
actual cost for their parts inventories has finally been put to rest. 

• However, many dealers apply various modification techniques by which they attempt to 
adjust/reduce their year-end replacement cost valuations (which are generally higher in 
inflationary periods) to actual cost. This is often done by factoring in turnover ratios, etc. 

• Other dealers simply may have been consistently reducing their replacement cost "results" 
by some arbitrary factor (for example, a flat 10 or 15%) or by a historical derivative 
computed by some subjective methodology. 

• Whether these practices can be defended as methods of accounting that result in a "clear 
reflection of income" may be arguable, depending on the facts and circumstances. 

• It cannot be said that the use of any of these approaches qualifies the dealer for protection 
under Rev. Proc. 2002-17 since the Rev. Proc. makes no mention in Section 4 of any 
methods that further adjust replacement cost valuations to approximate actual cost. 

• Dealers currently using any of these "modified replacement cost methods" ... or other 
variations or other unsupportable general writedown procedures, may wish to be safe and 
to avoid controversy with the IRS over their prior methods. 

• These dealers should consider changing to the new safe harbor "replacement cost method" 
as described in Section 4 of Rev. Proc. 2002-17. 

• Under these circumstances, special procedures for changing apply (see below). 

• This audit protection is to be distinguished from the audit protection afforded by the Rev. 
Proc. in Section 5 to dealers already using the replacement cost method (without 
modification), as described in Section 4. The key is "change to" versus "already on" the 
approved method. 

• Audit Protection. Generally, dealers changing to the replacement cost method will receive 
audit protection for any taxable year before the year of change. This applies regardless of 
whether the dealer is· also using LIFO. 

• Special Two-Year Rule. However, the dealer will not receive audit protection for a prior 
year if this change in method is made for the dealer's first or second taxable year ending on 
or after December 31, 200 I, and the dealer's method of determining .cost (other than by 
use of replacement cost) for its vehicle parts inventory under either Sections 471 or 472 is 
an IRS audit issue under consideration as of March 12,2002. 

• The procedures for dealers who want to change to the replacement cost method are 
described on the following page. 
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Parts 
Iuvelltories 

Procedures 
For Changing to the 
Replacement Cost 

Method 

(Sec. 6.01) 

No Section 481(a) 
Adjustment 

Cut-Off Method 
Applies 

Amended 
Tax Return 

with Form 3115 
Due by 

September 9, 2002 

Special Wording 

Other 

• A dealer who wants to change to use the IRS safe harbor method for a year ending on or 
after December 31, 2001, must file Form 3115 (Application/or Change in Accounting 
Method). 

• Automatic Change. The dealer must follow the automatic change in accounting method 
provisions of Revenue Procedure 2002-9 (2002-3, IRB 327) with certain modifications. 

• These Forms 3115 are subject to four special modifications in procedure. 

• First ... Cut-Off Method Applies; No Sec. 481(a) Adjustment. The change to the 
replacement cost method (under the provisions of Rev. Proc. 2002-9) must be effected on a 
cut-off method. Accordingly, there will be no Section 481(a) adjustment. 

Observation: If this were not the case, dealers might be filing claims for refund and 
the IRS might be issuing refund checks if the dealers could show that their use of 
modified replacement cost methods resulted in inventory valuations that were greater 
than actual cost. In a period of rising prices, the replacement cost method generally 
overstates the valuation of ending inventory vis-a-vis actual cost. 

On the other hand, the IRS might require the dealers to produce some proof to 
back up their claims. Dealers might have to satisfy significant burden of proof and 
recordkeeping requirements in connection with their claims for refunds and their 
negative Sec. 481(a) adjustment computations. And, we all know that they would have 
great difficulty producing this detail. 

The IRS has simply side-stepped controversies involving these issues by providing 
that the cut-off method is to be used and no adjustments will be made to the previous 
ending inventory valuation if this change in method is made. 

• Second ... Action Required No Later than September 9, 2002. If the dealer changing to 
the replacement cost method wants to make the change for its first taxable year ending on 
or after Dec. 31, 2001 and the Federal tax return for that year was filed before April 11, 
2002 .... The dealer must file a Form 3115 in duplicate. 

D The original of Form 3115 must be attached to an amended Federal income tax return 
for the dealer's first taxable year ending on or after Dec. 31, 2001. This amended tax 
return must be filed no later than September 9, 2002. 
A copy of the Form 3115 must be filed with the IRS National Office in Washington, 
D.C. (see Section 6.02(6) of Rev. Proc. 2002-9) no later than when the dealer's 
amended tax return is filed. 

D These Form 3115 filing procedures are to be followed instead of those set forth in 
Section 6.02(3)(a) of Rev. Proc. 2002-9 . 

• Third ... Special Heading on Form 3115. All applicable parts of Form 3115 should be 
completed. At the top of Page 1 of Form 3115, ~e following wordingllabel should appear: 
"Filed under Rev. Proc. 2002-17." This wording should be used in lieu of the label 
otherwise required by Section 6.02(4) of Rev. Proc. 2002- 9. 

• Fourth, the scope limitations in Section 4.02 of Rev. Proc. 2002-9 do not apply to a dealer 
who wants to make the change for its fIrst or second taxable year ending on or after 
December 31, 2001. 
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• "In order to satisfy the record keeping requirements of Section 6001 and the regulations 
thereunder, a taxpayer (dealer) that uses the replacement cost method should maintain 
records supporting all aspects of its inventory valuation including, but not limited to, the 
price list described in Section 4 of this Revenue Procedure." 

• The books or records required by Section 6001 must be kept at all times available for 
inspection by the IRS, and must be retained so long as their contents may become material 
in the administration of any Internal Revenue law. 

• This means that voluminous parts invoices and listings, if on paper, must be maintained, 
along with corresponding pricing information. If parts inventory information is received 
and retained on tape or other electronic media, the same information must be maintained in 
a manner that permits the IRS to reconstruct or recompute the parts valuation used at the 
end of the year for tax purposes. 

• The requirements of Rev. Proc. 98-25 and Rev. Rut. 71-20 should be considered in this 
regard by all dealers with assets in excess of$)O million. 

• Independent used car dealers, in general, are not covered by this Revenue Procedure (See 
Scope, Section 3). Therefore, used car dealers do not qualify to use the replacement cost 
method for their parts inventories. 

• Opinion: This is somewhat illogical. Realistically, what are used car dealers supposed to 
do? This application should have been covered at the same time .... NIADA, are you 
listening? 

• Currently, the IRS has limited the use of the replacement cost method to new auto dealers 
and new light, medium and heavy-duty truck dealers. 

• In addition to used car dealers, other major users of replacement cost include distributors 
and wholesalers of plumbing, electrical, heating, air conditioning, lighting and many other 
suppliers. Thousands of other businesses also use replacement cost accounting in some 
form for their parts inventories. 

• Rev. Proc. 2002-17 says that the IRS will consider the development andlor application of a 
similar type of safe harbor valuation approach for other industries. 

• Mountain State Ford Truck Sales, Inc. & the Use of Replacement Cost for Valuing Parts 
Inventories ... Some Recent Developments ... March, 2000, pg. 4. 

• Letter to Taxpayer Advocate in Support of Use of Replacement Cost ' .. March, 2000, pg. 6. 
• Update on LIFO Matters from the IRS Motor Vehicle Specialist ... December, 1999, pg. 2. 
• NADA Proposals for Settling Replacement Cost Controversy ... September, 1999, pg. 2. 
• Adi6s, Common Sense ... Hello, Confusion: One Personal Opinion on the Mountain 

State Ford Parts Mess ... June, 1999, pg. 20. 
• Why NADA Shouldn't Help the IRS ... Yet ... June, 1999, pg. 22. 
• The IRS Accepted Replacement Cost in the }last. .. Why Change Now? ... Jtn1e, 1999, pg. 24. 
• FSA 1999-501: Replacement Cost Method for Valuing Parts ... June, 1999, pg. 16. 
• Mountain Sate Ford Truck Sales, Inc.: Dealers Can't Use Replacement Cost for Parts 

Inventories on LIFO ... March, 1999, pg. 3. 
• IRS Says "NO" to Replacement Cost for Parts LIFO: LTR 9433004 ... Sept., 1994, pg. 3. 
• Acceptability ofReplac~t Cost Accotmting for ''Parts-Type'' Inventories " . Jtn1e, 1994, pg. 4. 
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Mr.lMs. Dealer andlor CEO 
XYZ Dealership Group 

De~ ______________ _ 

____ ,2002 

Re: Parts Inventory Valuation Methods 

E~lier this year, the IRS official1y clarified its position concerning what it will accept as a proper or 
safe h~bor method for valuing new auto and truck dealers' inventories of parts and accessories. Previously, 
the IRS had taken the position that d"alers must value their parts at actual cost, instead of using the standard 
industry practice of replacement cost. 

In a much publicized case, Mountain State Ford, the lRS took a heavy-duty truck dealer to the Tax 
Court over this issue, and the IRS won. However, after some time and reflection, the IRS changed its mind. 
It has now backed away from its "victory" in the Tax Court which prohibited the use of any method other 
than actual cost. 

In Revenue Procedure 2002-17, the IRS describes the more reasona1:5le approach that it will accept. 

Essentially, the IRS safe harbor valuation method allows a dealer to determine the cost of vehicle 
parts in ending inventory by reference to their replacement cost using the manufacturers' standard price 
lists. This replacement cost valuation used for tax purposes must also be used in all other dealership 
financial reporting. 

Many dealers are already following practices that are very close, if not identical, to this safe harbor 
replacement cost method. If the method for valuing your parts inventory that you ~e presently using 
satisfies these requirements, no filings with the IRS ~e necessary, and no action is required at this time. 

However, if you're using some variation or a different method or approach, we should discuss the 
advisability of making a change to the now-acceptable replacement cost method. 

If such a change is desirable and your tax return for 2001 has already been filed, all that needs to be 
done (if you are not currently under IRS audit) is to file a Form 3115, Application/or Change in Accounting 
Method, with an amended return before September 9, 2002. A copy of the Form 3115 included with the 
amended return also has to be filed with/mailed to the IRS National Office in Washington, D.C. (*See 
substitute wording for fzscal year dealerships) 

That's all: No advance approval from the IRS is required. No change or adjustment to the inventory 
valuations or to any other previously reported tax figures are required. The IRS will automatically allow the 
change to its safe harbor replacement cost method as long as it is notified in the manner descn'bed aoove. 

ADDITIONAL WORDING FOR PARTS LIFO ELECTIONS 

Regarding Your LIFO Reserves for Your Parts Inventories. Over the years, you have built up 
substantial tax savings by using LIFO for your parts inv~tories. The ra~fications of Rev. Proc. 2002-17 
and your current inventory valuation method should be considered in order to safeguard these LIFO benefits, 
as wel1. 

* * * . 
Enclosed is some additional background information. At your convenience, please call us to discuss 

this further. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~ 
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• Retail automobile and truck dealerships operate under voluminous and detailed franchise agreements' with 
manufacturers. These agreements contain a plethora of operating and reporting requirements. . 

• Franchise agreements generally require that dealerships comply with the manufacturers' accounting 
manuals, which typically mandate that dealerships report, in their monthly operating statements, the value 
of their parts inventories on the basis of the most recently supplied manufacturers' price tapes: 

• Dealerships maintain a perpetual inventory record keeping system through the use or'manufacturer provided 
computer services systems or authorized computer services vendors. 

• Each of the computer services vendors receives price update tapes from more than 80 separate parts 
manufacturers, each of whom furnish replacement parts to automobile and truck dealerships. 

• These price update tapes are furnished monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or, in some cases, annually by the 
different parts manufacturers, and each is incorporated into the dealership's computer system on the 
designated 'effective date for the update. 

• Dealerships acquire and sell parts each day. When parts are received from the manufacturer by the 
dealership, they are generally accompanied by packing sheets which indicate the part number and number 
of units of each part the manufacturer has shipped or intended to ship. Dealerships enter this infonnation 
into their perpetual inventory record keeping system. 

• On a monthly basis, dealerships receive manufacturers' invoices for parts shipped or intended to be shipped. 
• In the case of some manufacturers, the invoice may indicate the parts numbers, quantity of parts shipped 

and purchase price for each part. Other manufacturers simply invoice a gross amount for all parts shipped 
without listing prices by part number. 

• Where packing sheets incorrectly contain parts not shipped or parts not ordered and a dealership files a 
shortage claim or returns the parts erroneously shipped, generally the manufacturer will issue a credit to the 
dealership for such claim or return based on the price in effect around the time of such claim or return, 
regardless of whether such parts where originally invoiced at a different price. 

• In determining the current-year cost of items making up the parts inventory pool, dealerships apply the parts 
cost infonnation available in their computer systems. 

• This infonnation is typically the price data that was supplied on the manufacturers' most recent price update 
tapes. 

• To determine the current-year UFO value of the dollar-value pool for all parts, dealerships generally 
compare the parts prices on the latest price tape with the prices for the same parts as of the beginning of the 
year and create an index for the current year. 

• That index is multiplied by the prior-year cumulative index to develop a cumulative index. 

• The current practice of many dealerships in valuing the items in the year-end inventory closely 
approximates actual cost based on most recent purchases. 

• Many dealerships determine the current-year cost of items in the parts inventory by valuing parts on hand at 
the close of business on December 31 (assuming a calendar-year taxpayer), against then-current 
manufacturers' price lists. These price lists were issued on an earlier date. 

• For instance, the price lists may have been issued on December 1 (for manufacturers who update price lists 
monthly), or October 1, for manufacturers who update price lists quarterly. 

• Where a manufacturer issues parts price updates monthly, the prices for all parts do not necessarily change 
on December 1. In fact, pricing of most parts has tended to remain stable throughout the October ~, through 
December 31, quarter. 

• The prices in effect on December 31, therefore, are, for most dealerships, prices that were in effect when a 
substantial portion of the parts in the year-end on-hand inventory were purchased. 

• Taken as a whole, and assuming an average number of inveritory turns of between four and twelve, this 
method closely approximates the actual cost 0/ most recent purchases 0/ the items in the closing 
inventory. 

• Information supplied by a number of accountants and other service providers suggests that there may be 
considerable variation in the adjustments deolers make to approximate the actual cost of their inventories. 

• Attachment to NADA letter to the IRS dated Feb. 4, 2000 entitled "Determining the Current-Year·Cost of 
Items in an Automobile or Truck Dealership Parts Inventory Pool under the LIFO Method of A{;counting." 
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• On March 2, 1999, the U.S. Tax Court issued its opinion in Mountain State Ford Truck Sales v. 
Commissioner, 112 T.C. No: 7. The Court detennined that Mountain State Ford's method of using 
replacement cost in determining the current-year cost of its parts inventory pool under the LIFO 
method of accounting does not clearly reflect income. 

• The decision of the Tax Court, based on the facts and circumstances in the case of a' single taxpayer, 
yet couched in tenus of generally applicable rules, ,has created an untenable situation for retail 
automobile and truck dealerships using the LIFO method for parts inventories. 

• The Tax Court's ruling ostensibly bars the use of the most cornmon alternative increment valuation 
method currently employed by the retail automobile industry in making parts LII:O computations. 

• To appreciate the full impact of this holding, both industry costing practices and inventory turnover 
must be considered. Because most dealerships typically turn over their parts inventories numerous 
times each year, a significant portion or'the year-end on-hand inventory is acquired at manufacturer 
pricing in effect at year end and is thus valued at actual cost. 

• To the extent, however, Mountain State Ford might be read as requiring that ALL items in the year
end inventory be valued at actual invoice cost, the case presents a major challenge for automobile and 
truck dealerships employing the LIFO method of accountingfar their parts inventories. 

• It is well understood by both the IRS and the taxpayers affected that the current' method of using 
replacement cost in determining the current-year cost of a parts inventory pool under the LIFO method 
of accounting, results in a smaller tax benefit than would result from using actual cost of the items. 

• Given the size of dealership parts inventories and the limitations of present dealership computer 
systems, it remains administratively unfeasible today to determine current-year cost of a parts 
inventory pool based on actual invoice prices of the items in the inventory. 

• LIFO Lookout Comment. Although NADA's submission to the IRS was limited to situations where 
dealerships were using' LIFO for their parts inventories, perhaps a stronger argument for the use of 
replacement cost could have been made by pointing out that the Tax Court ruling "ostensibly bars" the 
use of replacement cost by all automobile and truck dealerships, regardless of whether or not they 
were using LWO. ' 

• As the Tax Court itself acknowledges in Mountain State Ford, "in certain instances, a reasonable 
approximation of [actual] cost" can. qualify as any other method which clearly reflects income. 112 
T.C. No.7 at 41. ' 

• Accordingly, under the statute and regulations as construed in Mountain State Ford, the IRS 
unquestionably has the discretion to approve a method that, in the opinion of the Comttri~si~ner: (1) 
reasoIiably approximates actual cost and (2) clearly reflects income. 

• The total cUrrent-year cost of items making up a pool may be detennined '" 

By reference to the actual cost of the goods most recently purchased; 
By reference to the actual cost of the goods purchased during the tax year in the order of 
acquisition; , 
By the application of an average unit cost equal to the aggregate cost of all of the goods purchased 
throughout the tax year divided by the total nwnber of units s~ purchased; 
Pursuant to any other proper method which, in the opinion of the Co~ssioner, clearly reflects 
income. 

• Citation: Reg. Sec. 1.472-8(e)(2)(ii) 
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• Twenty-four years ago, the IRS ruled that a taxpayer could use "current replacement value". to 
determine the current:year cost of a parts inventory pool for LIFO purposes. PLR 7503130350B 
(March 13, 1975). The IRS acknowledged (perhaps understating the point) that the taxpayer was 
using replacement cost "to avoid the additional work involved if each item in inventory was separately 
costed from the vendor's individual invoices." 

• The Service ruled that, in accordance with Reg. Sec. 1.472-8(e)(ii)(d), "You may value your current 
year costs for the parts and accessories inventory utilizing the current replacement value." 

• Over the last 10 years the IRS has provided guidance to retail automobile and heavy truck dealerships 
regarding the use of the LIFO method for parts and accessories ·inventories. In PLR 8906001 (Sept. 2, 
1988), the IRS concluded that the taxpayer can use the replacement cost method for valuing 
increments under the dollar-value LIFO method relating to parts inventories. 

• The LTR noted specifically, that: 
"One of the reasons ~t the regulations permit several. alternative increment 

valuation methods is that it simplifies the LIFO computations if the taxpayer is able to 
coordinate its method of valuing increments with the method of determining current-year 
cost that is used in maintaining the taxpayer's underlying inventory records. . 

''The choice of auy particular alternative will have no impact on the determination 
of whether an increment exists or on the determination of how large an increment or 
decrement is created when measured at base-year or current-year cost. A taxpayer's 
choice of increment valuation method affects only the determination of the LIFO carrying 
value of the increment. The earliest acquisition cost method would produce the lowest 
incremental value and the greatest LIFO benefits in times of inflation, followed by the 
~verage acquisitions cost method and then the latest acquisitions cost method. The 
current replacement cost method would produce the highest incremental value and lowest 
LIFO benefit in times of inflation." 

• LIFO Lookout Comment A third instance of IRS acceptance of the uSe of replacement cost 
for parts inventories ... Field Service Advice 1999-501 ... could have been cited. See LIFO 
Lookout, June 1999, pgs. 24-27 for analyses ofLTR 7503130350B, 8906001 & FSA 1999-501. 

• A number of different approaches are proposed for consideration. In each case, the underlying 
rationale of existing regulations permitting reasonable approximation of actual cost has been followed. 

• Examples of other Regulations permitting approximation 
Reg. Sec. 1.471-8 authorizing approximation of cost using the "retail method," 
Reg. Sec. 1.4 72-8( e )(3) re: computation of an inventory price index based on relative costs, 
Reg. Sec. 1.471-11(d)(3) permitting manufacturers to disregard less than significant variance in 
using the "standard cost" method. 

#1. Approximation of Earliest Acquisition Costs 
#2. Approximation of Average Acquisidon Cost 
#3. Approximation of Most Recent Purchases 

Using Manufacturers' Pricing in Effect at Year-End 
#4. Approximadon of Most Recent Purchases . 

Using Price Tapes as of an Earlier Date than End-of-Year 
#5. Approximation 0/ Most Recent Purchases 

Using End-0l-Year Price Tapes, Together with a Mathematical Adjustment 
• For a discussion of each of the alternatives, see pages 14-15, 
• NADA's final suggestion was that dealers be allowed to terminat~ a LIFO election for their parts 

inventories without adverse consequences. 

• Attachment to National Automobile Dealers Association letter to the IRS dated February 4, 2000 
entitled "Determiiring the Current-Year Cost of Items in an Automobile or Truck Dealership Parts 
Inventory Pool under the LIFO Method of Accounting." Note: This material '?'a5 submitted byNADA 
in response to IRS Notice 2002-10 re: IRS Guidance PriorityList for 2000. 
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NADA 
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• NADA's proposed approaches follow the underlying ratioriale of existing Regulations permitting 
reasonable approximation of actual cost. 

• Five proposed calculations for approximating costs under different methods ... i.e., most recent 
purchases, earliest acquisitions and average acquisition costs. 

• NADA's sixth suggestion was that dealers be allowed an automatic, painless termination of their 
LIFO elections for parts inventories. 

• Current-year cost of items in the closing inventory based on actual cost of earliest acquisitions would be approximated by 
pricing items in the end-of-year inventory against manufacturers' prices in effect at the beginning of the year. 

• Under this method, a substantial percentage of the parts in the ending inventory would be valued at a demonstrably 
incurred cost during the current year. 

• Dealerships would approximate the current-year cost of the closing inventory based on average acquisition cost by 
pricing items in the end-of-year inventory against the manufacturers' parts price list in effect at the mid-point of the 
taxable year: . 

• Alternatively, dealerships would compute the average acquisition cost by adding the year-end on-hand value based on 
prices in effect on December 31 (assuming a calendar year taxpayer) to the value of the year-end on-hand inventory 
priced at beginning-of~year prices, and then dividing that sum by two. 

• Under either approach, the dealership would be closely approximating the average current-year acquisition cost of the 
items in the ending inventory. 

• The current-year cost of items in the parts inventory, based on most recent purchases, would be approximated using the 
manufacturers' prices in effect at the end of the taxable year. The dealership would value its on-hand parts inventory 
at the close of business on December 31 (assuming calendar-year taxpayers), using then-current manufacturers' price 
data. . 

• Because manufacturers typically issue price updates on the first of the month, the pricing in effect at close of business on 
December 31, is, generally, pricing that was issued either December 1, for those manufacturers who update price lists 
monthly, or October 1, for manufacturers who update prices quarterly. -

• Accordingly, assuming high inventory tum, a significant portion of the units in the ending inventory would have been 
. purchased at the prices in effect on December 31. 

NOTE: THIS IS THE REPLACEMENT COST METHOD ADOPTED IN SECTION 4 OF REV. PROC. 2002-17. 

• Dealerships would determine the current-year cost of items in the inventory by pricing the items in the closing inventory 
against manufacturer price tapes from a date earlier than year-end. 

• The tapes would be selected based on the dealership's parts inventory turn so that the majority of the part numbers in the 
ending inventory would have been purchased, most recently, at the prices on the selected tape. 

• For instance, if a dealership's average parts inventory turn is three times per yell!, it could price the closing inventory 
against the price tape issued on September 1 (assuming a calendar year taxpayer) because pu~chases would have been 
made at those prices for a significant portion of the part numbers in the inventory on hand at year-end. 
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• The current-year cost of items in the closing inventory, based on most recent purchases, would be approximated by 
pricing the inventory against pricing in effect on December 31, and then mathematically adjusting that number using a 
formula designed to approximate the average cost paid during the latest cycle of purchases, based on the dealership's 
calculated parts inventory turn. Although the description that follows assumes inflation, this concept could be set up to 
adjust for either inflatioJ:! or deflation. 

• FOUR STEP PROCEDURE 
1. The beginning inventory (valued utilizing the manufacturers' price lists in effect at the close of the prior taxable year) 

would be added to the closing inventory (valued utilizing the manufacturers' price lists in effect on the last day of the 
current taxable year). This sum would then be divided by 2 to determine the average inventory value for the current 
year. 

2. Total cost of parts sales for the current year would then be divided by the value of the average inventory obtained in 
step 1. That calculation produces the average number of inventory turns for the taxable year. 

3. The end of year inventory at the beginning of year prices would then be compared to the end of year inventory priced 
at the end of year prices. By dividing the end of year value by the beginning of year value, the inflation in value for 
the year is obtained. 

4. This step produces the current-year cost of items in the ending inventory adjusted to approximate cost of most recent 
purchases. 

(a) The year's Inflation is then divided by the number of inventory turns for the year calculated in step 2 above. The 
result of this calculation produces the average amount of inflation per inventory tum. 

(b) This amount is then divided by 2 to yield the inflation attnbutable to one-half of an inventory turn. 

( c) The inflation percentage for the year is then reduced by the amount of inflation calculated for one-half inventory 
tum. The result is the adjusted inflation index for the current year. 

(d) This number is then applied to the ending inventory value calculated in step 3 at the beginning of year price 
tapes. The result is the current-year cost of items in the ending inventory adjusted to approximate cost of 
most recent purch~es. 

• EXAMPLE. Dealership has annual parts sales of $2 million at cost. Beginning inventory is valued at $500,000. Ending 
inventory (based on price tapes in effect at year-end) is 'valued at $550,000. Ending inventory priced against the 
manufacturers' price tapes in effect at the beginning of the year is $530,000. 

Step 1 500,000 +.550,000 = 1,050,000 ... 1,050,000 12 = 525,000 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4(a) 

4(b} 
4(c) 

4(d) 

2,000,000/525,000 = 3.81 (Average inventory turns) 

550,0001530,000 = 1.0377 (Inflation rate, as pomputed) 

3.77% 13.81 = .989 (Inflation rate 1 inventory tum) 

.989/2 = .4945 (Inflation attributable to VI tum) 

1.0377 - .004945 = 1.03275 (Adjusted inflation index for the year) 

1.03275 x 530,000 = 547,358" 

Conclusion: $547,358 = Current-year cost of items in the closing inventory adjusted to approximate most recent purchases. 

Source 
• Attachment to NADA letter to the IRS dated Feb. 4, 2000 entitled "Determining the Current-Year 

Cost of Items in an Automobile or Truck Dealership Parts Inventory Pool under the LIFO 
Method of Accounting." 
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Safe Harbor Revenue Procedure Allows Dealers· 
Continued Use of Replacement Co~t 

Introduction 

On March 11, 2002, the IRS released the 
long anticipated resolution to the replacement 
cost LIFO issue. Revenue Procedure 2002-
17 describes a safe harbor method of ac
counting for vehicle parts inventory that al
lows automobile dealers to approximate the 

. cost of their parts inventory using the . re
placement cost of the parts. The revenue 
procedure also includes procedures for deal
ers to receive automatic consent to change to 
the replacement cost method. 

Discussion 

Automobile dealerships normally carry a sig
nificant inventory of parts for use in the deal
ership service department and for retail sales. 
Dealers are generally required by their fran
chiser (manufacturer/distributor) to value their 
parts inventory at replacement cost rather 
than at the historical purchase cost of each 
part. To assist dealers in valuing parts at re
placement cost, the manufacturer or other 
parts supplier provides the dealer with peri
odic price updates. Once the dealership 
processes the price updates, the historical 
purchase price of the parts is not maintained 
by the computer system. 

In 1999, the Tax Court ruled in Mountain 
State Ford V. Commissioner, 112 T.C. 58 
(1999) that a heavy truck dealership that used 
the LIFO method of accounting for its parts 
inventory was not entitled to determine the 
current-year cost of those parts using re-' 

placement cost. In reaching its deciSion, the 
Court determined that the use of replacement 
cost was not allowable because it does not 
determine current-year cost on the basis of 
actual cost as required by IRC §472. 

Shortly after the Mountain State ruling, the 
National Auto Dealers Association (NAOA) 
provided the IRS' with several recommenda
tions for resolving the issue. The NADA also 
provided a discussion of the potential im
pediments to an auto dealer'S compliance 
with the historical cost requirements of LIFO. 

According to the industry, the use of replace
ment cost is long-standing industry practice 
and is required by the dealer'S franchiser. 
Industry representatives also stated that 
changing to actual cost would impose a sub
stantial burden on. automobile dealerships. 
After careful consideration of the auto dealer
ship industry's unique circumstances and 
data provided by the industry that indicates 
that replacement approximates cost, the Ser
vice developed the ,Replacement, Cost 
Method for valuing parts inventories of auto 
dealerships. 

Overview of the, Method 

The method described in Revenue Procedure 
2002-17 applies to a specific group of tax
pay~rs. To qualify, a taxpayer must be en
gaged in the trade or business of selling vehi
cle parts at retail and must be authorized by 
one or more manufacturers or distributors to 
sell new automobiles or' light, medium or 
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heavy trucks. The replacement cost method 
may be used in conjuflction with either the 
First-in, First-out (FIFO) inventory method or 
the Last-in, First-out (LIFO) method. 

The method authorizes a qualifying taxpayer 
to "determine the cost of vehicle parts in in
ventory by reference to the replacement cost 
of the part[sJ ... ". Replacement cost is defined 
as the amount provided in a "standard price 
list" on the date of the dealer's inventory. 
The price list must be one that is widely rec
ognized, used for business purposes in the 
industry, and used by the dealer to purchase 
vehicle parts. In addition, a dealership that 
elects the Replacement Cost Method must 
satisfy the conforrTlity requirement and use 
the method for financial reports and taX. 

Changing to the Method 

Qualifying dealers that are using the re
placement co'st method described in Revenue 
Procedure 2002-17 on March 12, may con
tinue to use the safe harbor method without 
filing a Form 3115, Application for Change in 
Method of Accounting. The revenue proce
dure also provides audit protection for years 
ending before December 31, 2001. If the 
dealer is under examination and the issue is 
currently under consideration, the revenue 
proCedure mandates that the issue will not be 
pursued. 

Dealers that are not using the replacement 
cost method on March 12; 2002 must follow 
the automatic change provisions of Revenue 
Procedure 2002-9 with certain modifications. 
Modifications incJu'de making the change on a 
cut-off basis, Le. without a §481 (a) adjust-

ment. Dealers that comply with the election 
requirements will receive audit protection, 
with respect to the. method of determining the 
cost of parts, for any tax year pdor to the year 
of change. 

In addition to normal recordkeeping require
ments supporting all aspects of its inventory 
valuation, dealers electing the Replacement 
Cost Method must maintain copies of the 
price lists used in the applying the method. 

Conclusion 

The Replacement Cost Method provided in 
Revenue Procedure 2002-17 provides clear 
guidance for franchised automobile dealers 
and resolves a long standing issue in the in
dustry without imposing significant additional 
burden on the dealerships. 

Finally, altho,ugh the safe harbor method in 
the revenue procedure is available only to 
qualifying automobile deale~ships, the Service 
is willing to consider safe harbor requests 
from other industries with similar facts. 

For further information on the Replacement 
Cost method, refer to Rev. Proc. 2002-17 or 
contact the Motor Vehicle Technical Advisor 
Program at 616-235-1655 or bye-mail at 
TerrLS.Harris@irs.gov. 
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IRS LIFO about-face 

Replacement cost method given green 
light for valuing parts inventories 
Expert witness gives guidance on how to use the newly permissible 
method correctly . 

Willard De Filipps doesn't 
own or even work in a 
dealership, but the Inter

nal Revenue Service's Revenue Pro
cedure 2002-17 lssued in March 
was a sweet victory for him just the 
same. That's because the ruling, 
which finally pennits dealers to use 
replacement costs for parts inven
tory, is what Mr. De Filipps, a 
CPA, toid the IRS they should be 
doing 10 years ago. 

''The Service has collectively 
come to their senses .. .!t's like 
they suddenly came to this con
clusion after we've been shouting 
it in their ears for years and 
years," says Mr. De Filipps, a 
consultant to auto dealer CPAs 
and a seminar leader. He also 
publishes the UFO Lookout and 
the Dealer Tax Watch. 

Back in March 1999, as you're 
likely to recall, the U.S. Tax Court 
in Mountain State Ford Truck 
SiaIes, Inc. vs. Commissioner de
clared for several reasons that deal
ers could not use replacement costs 
for parts inventories on UFO. The 
kfamous Mountain State Ford case 
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had strong implications for all deal
ers, whether or not they used LIFO 
for parts, "because the use of re
placement cost to value parts inven
tories had always been accepted in
dustry practice," Mr. De Philipps, 
an expert witness for the case, said 
following the ruling. 

The IRS's win, however, echoed 
the.proverb "be careful of what you 
wish for; you may get it," says Mr. 
De Filipps. "Pursuing and imple
menting (the decision) would cre
ate more problems than they ever 
bargained for," he says, since virtu
ally every dealer was using replace
ment costs. The National Auto
mobile Dealers Association asked 

. Mr. De Filipps how to make it 
workable but he didn't see a way. 
"It would be like me telling you 
and 100 people in a room to defy 
gravity-jump up and don't come 
down," he says. 

Now that replacement costs are 
acceptable, the important thing is 
to make sure you're handling them 
correctly. Mr. De Filipps recom
mends that dealerships: 
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editorial Direaor 

Jim Muntz 
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• Take physical inventory at the 
end of the year .or close to the 
end of the year and reconcile 
that to your actual year-end fig
ures. Reconcile the inventory to 
the general ledger and make the 

. appropriate adjustments. 

• Use pric~ tapes in effect at that 
particular date and keep them. 
You may want to save them 
dectronically. Inventory records 
are permanent corporate 
records. The IRS should be able 
to go to your tapes, access them, 
and recreate your same results 

Mr. De Filipps, based in Mt. 
Prospect, Ill., is conducting a semi
nar June 20-21 in Schaumburg, 
Ill., which will cover dealer tax 
Issues and UFO planning strate
gies.Topics include the Replace
ment Cost Revenue Procedure, 
Accounting Method Changes, 
Demo Guidance, Used Vehicle 
LIFO, the Olds Dealers Transi
tion Allowance, and other current 
cases. The seminar is qualified for 
continuing' education credits. Par
ticipants may register for one or 
both days. Go to www.dcfIlipps 
.com or call 847-577-3977. .. 
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COMPARISON OF SUPERLIFO & IRS 
NEW ITEM DETERMINATIONS FOR NEW VEHICLES 

IN YEAR-END 2001 INVENTORIES 

We are pleased to present our SUPERLIFO 2002 
New Item List in a Report comparing our unofficial 
determinations of new items with those recently 
made available by the office of the IRS Motor Vehicle 
Technical Advisor in,Grand Rapids, Michigan. 

The IRS lists, distributed with a cover letter dated 
April 25, 2002, contain a limited disclaimer that "This 
list is not intended for pooling purposes." You should 
be aware that the interpretations reflected in the IRS 
unofficial lists of new items were not made by the 
same IRS (National) Office individuals who updated 
Revenue Proced ure 97-36 from its predecessor Rev. 
Proc. 92-79. 

HOW TO INTERPRET OUR SUPERLIFO - IRS 
COMPARATIVE REPORT 

Our Comparative New Item Report covers 13 
pages. New automobiles are on pages 1 through 6; 
new light-duty trucks (including sport utility vehicles, 
minivans and off-roads) are on pages 7 through 13. 
The Report shows complete make, model, body 
style, model code and item category information. 

The left-hand side of each Report page shows 
our SUPERLIFO New Item List. 

The right-hand side of the Report (including the 
"Yes" column) shows the IRS' Motor Vehicle Industry 
Specialist's new item listing. This IRS list was also 
distributed to industry organizations, state and na
tional auto dealer associations, manufacturers and 
other interested parties. 

To make it easier to identify the differences in our 
respective new items listings, where a new item on 
our List also appears on the IRS' list, that detailed 
item category has not been listed again on the right
hand side. 

The "Yes/No" columns should be read as follows: 
If an "X" appears in the "Yes" column, that item 
category has been determined by the Internal Rev
enue Service to be a new item category. Thus, every 
item category listed on the left-hand side of the page 
with a corresponding "X" in the "Yes" column indi
cates an item category where we are in agreement 
with the IRS. 

Where there are blank spaces on the left-hand 
side of the page, but item category entries on the 
corresponding right-hand side of the page, you can 
clearly see those item categories (with model num-

bers) which the IRS concluded were new items, but 
which we concluded were not. 

If an "X" appears in the "No" column, that item 
category is listed on the left-hand (Le., SUPERLlFO) 
side, and that "X" indicates an item category that we 
treated as new, but which the IRS did not. 

We carefully reviewed our new item determina
tions and compared them with the IRS lists. The IRS 
also used a calendar year cut-off, rather than a model 
year cut-off, in compiling its list. This eliminated 
many items that otherwise might have been differ
ences resulting from overlapping time periods. But in 
some instances, varying introduction dates created 
differences in our respective determinations. 

In summary: Everything listed on the left-hand 
(our) side with an "X" in the "Yes" column is an item 
category where we agree with the I RS that it is a new 
item. Everything with an "X" in the "Yes" column is on 
the IRS' new item list. Everything listed on the right
hand (IRS) side of the page is an item category that 
the IRS considers to be new ... and we do not. Finally, 
everything with an "X" in the "No" column is some
thing that we conclude should be a new item cat
egory, but the IRS does not. 

With respectto the December 31,2001 year-end 
vehicles, we identified 452 new item categories (216 
autos and 236 light-duty trucks) whereas the IRS 
identified 498 (219 autos and 279 light-duty trucks). 
We both reached the same conclusion on 378 new 
items. 

We identified 74 item categories as new, but the 
IRS determined them to be continuing. The IRS 
identified 120 items as new, but we concluded they 
should be treated as continuing items. 

A table summarizing the details of these differ
ences in treatment appears on page 21. 

In some instances, we understand why we dis
agree with the IRS; in other situations, we're not quite 
sure why we don't agree-other than possibly be
cause of conflicting information or timing differences 
in our respective resources. The legend on the cover 
page of the Report explains the abbreviations in the 
"comment code" column. 

In the Comments column, the terms "Admin 
Code Change" refers to the IRS specific designation 
in its listings which reads "Administrative Model Code 

see COMPARISON OF SUPERLIFO & IRS NEW ITEM DETERMINATIONS, page 20 
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Comparison of SUPERLIFO & IRS New Item Determinations (Continued from page 19) 

Change" explaining why the IRS treated that item as 
a continuing item rather than as a new item. In these 
instances (i.e., where "Admin Code Change" ap
pears), there exists a real difference in interpretation 
between SuperLiFO and the IRS. 

Where our SuperLiFO analysis has treated an 
item as continuing even though there was a change 
in the model code, we have referred to it in the 
Comments column as either (1) a "digit change" 
listing which digit changed and for what model year or 
(2) as a "model code change." 

We have reconsidered our earlier analysis of the 
2-door Toyota Camry Solara convertible (3 item 
categories) and coupe (5 item categories) which we 
had reported in March '02 as a new item. We are now 
treating these 8 item categories as continuing items. 

The IRS list includes almost three dozen item 
categories as new items ... involving vehicles which 
we did not analyze. These include special Ford 
Crown Victoria commercial fleet, police interceptor, 
Taurus fleet, Lincoln Towncar livery and limo, Mer
cury Sable fleet and Ford Ranger fleet vehicles. 

Because of the format limitations involved in 
this side-by-side presentation, some of the new item 
vs. continuing item differences described as "due to 
timing" are not purely due to timing differences. 
Because we (Le., SuperLlFO) received the informa
tion sooner or more directly, some item categories 
were treated as new on an earlier compilation of new 
items ... and the IRS has just now gotten around to 
treating them as new items on its "later" compilation. 
In some other instances, there are some "new" items 
where the IRS received some information on the 
vehicles earlier than we did, so the reverse is true. 

Accordingly, we (Le., SuperLiFO and the IRS) 
both agreed on the new item status of the vehicle, the 
Service simply did so on an earlier compilation of new 
items than ours. As pointed out in the note at the 
bottom of the schedule on page 21, these "timing" 
differences would not exist if the comparison of new 
items was made on one overall 2-year schedule, 
instead of on two separate 1-year schedules. 

There are other instances involving models/ve
hicles that did not exist in the prior year where (1 ) we 
received information that the IRS did not, (2) we 
determined the item to be a new item, (3) the IRS did 
not even list that item (because the IRS did not have 
any information on it) and (4) that item appears in the 
"No" column and is "x'd" in the "No" column. The 
reason that these are not considered as timing differ
encesbetween our respective lists is thatthe IRS had 
no information to evaluate. Therefore, that item will 

not result in a timing difference until, at some later 
date, the IRS receives information on the vehicle and 
then makes its determination as to the status of that 
vehicle. 

However, this type of situation is one that goes 
both ways: There were also some instances where 
the IRS simply had better information than we had. 

Needless to say, every year the process of 
comparing our new items lists with those of the IRS 
becomes more complicated. 

DEFINITION OF A "NEW" ITEM 

A new item category is defined as an item 
category not considered to be in existence in the prior 
taxable year. Under Section 4.02(5) of Rev. Proc. 
97 -36, a new item category results from anyone of 
the following: 

Any new or reassigned manufacturer's model 
code that was caused by a change in an existing 
vehicle, 

A manufacturer's model code created or 
reassigned because the classified vehicle did not 
previously exist, or 

If there is no change in a manufacturer's 
model code, but there has been a change to the 
platform (Le., the piece of metal at the bottom of the 
chassis that determines the length and width of the 
vehicle and the structural set-up of the vehicle) that 
results in a change in track width or wheel base, 
whether or not the same model name was previously 
used by the manufacturer, a new item category is 
created. 

NEW ITEM: WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE? 

New item categories are required to be included 
at a 1 .000 factor in the annual computation of the 
index of inflation or deflation. This is accomplished by 
using the same dollar amount for the end-of-the-year 
base cost as for the beginning-of-the-year base cost. 
Since any number divided by itself equals 1.000, this 
new item treatment will contribute no inflation (or 
deflation) for that item to the annual index. 

However, if there is overall inflation for the year, 
the inclusion of the same dollar amount for that new 
item in both the numerator and the denominator of 
the fraction will reduce the overall weighted index 
result (Le., it will depress the index computed). 

The opposite result occurs in an overall deflation
ary year. New item treatment (at 1.000) will increase 
the overall weighted index result iftherewould other
wise be overall deflation for the year. * 
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COMPARISON OF "UNOFFICIAL" NEW ITEM CATEGORY LISTS 

SUPERLIFOTM AND IRS I MOTOR VEHICLE TECHNICAL ADVISOR PROGRAM 

NEW AUTOMOBILES AND LIGHT -DUTY TRUCKS 

FOR CALENDAR YEAR DEALERS - DECEMBER 31, 2001 

RIGHT-HAND 
COLUMN 

LEFT-HAND 
COLUMN IRS SAID 

SUPERLIFO NEW, 
SUPERLIFO IRS SAID NEW, SUPERLIFO 

SAID SAID IRS SAID SAID 
NEW NEW CONTINUING CONTINUING 

AUTOS 
Page 1 
Page 2 
Page 3 
Page 4 
PageS 
Page 6 

TOTAL AUTOS 

TRUCKS 

Page 7 
Page 8 
Page 9 
Page 10 
Page 11 
Page 12 
Page 13 

TOTAL TRUCKS 

TOTAL AUTOS & TRUCKS 

!Al 

29 
41 
31 
37 
36 
42 

216 

28 

46 
38 
41 
35 
38 
10 

236 

452 

!Bl 

35 
37 
43 
39 
34 
31 

219 

41 
49 
4B 
42 
28 
38 
33 

279 

498 

!Cl 

27 27 2 
33 33 8 
29 29 2 
32 32 5 
30 30 6 
27 27 15 

36 

24 24 4 

43 43 3 
32 32 6 
31 31 10 
25 25 10 
35 35 3 
10 10 0 

36 

74 

Out of the differences in Columns C & D, 20 cars and 53 truck differences were not "Interpretive" differences. Rather, these 73 differences 
were solely due to liming in the sense that SJl and the IRS obtained the vehicle data In different lima periods ancItharefore the vehicles did 
(or did not) appear on one Dst, but not on the other. In other words, these 73 "liming" differences would not exist if the comparison of lists were 
made over a 2 year period. 

TIMING PIFFERENCES 
IRS RECEIVED INFO EARLIER OR LATER SUPERUFO RECEIVED INFO EARLIER OR LATER 

CARS - EARLIER 4 
CARS - LATER 16 

TRUCKS - EARLIER 5 
TRUCKS - LATER 4B 

CARS - EARLIER 16 
CARS - LATER 4 

TRUCKS - EARLIER 48 
TRUCKS-LATER 5 

!DI 

8 
4 

14 
7 
4 
4 

41 

17 
6 

16 
11 
3 
3 

23 

79 

120 
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COMPARISON OF "UNOFFICIAL" NEW ITEM CATEGORY LISTS 
SUPERUFOTM AND IRS MOTOR VEHICLE TECHNICAL ADVISOR PROGRAM 

NEW AUTOMOBILES AND LIGHT-DUTY TRUCKS 
INVOLVING MANUFACTURER MODEL YEARS 2001-2002 

IRS MOTOR VEHICLE TECHNICAL ADVISOR PROGRAM 
(DECEMBER, 2001 CALENDAR YEAR) 

NUMBER OF NEW ITEMS 

AUTOMOBILES 

LIGHT-DUTY TRUCKS 

TOTAL NEW ITEM CATEGORIES 

SUPERUFO" 
CATEGORY 

216 

236 

452 

IRS 
CATEGORY 

219 

279 

498 
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COMPARISON OF "UNOFFICIAL" NEW ITEM CATEGORY LISTS 
SUPERLIFOTM AND IRS MOTOR VEHICLE TECHNICAL ADVISOR PROGRAM 

NEW AUTOMOBILES AND LIGHT -DUTY TRUCKS 
FOR CALE;NDAR YEAR DEALERS - DECEMBER 31. 2001 

~~~ SUPERUFO .... - NEW ITEItfS UST IRS MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY ~~ :m 

11IIA~-

~:,~ I'OR CALENDAR YEAR 200' DEALl!RS ECEMBER, 2001 CALENDAR ':~ ~~q. PAGE 1 OF 13 

I -= ::,~:"vw~_ tllSODYSTYLE !I'F~:L NO !IIII!BODYSTYLE ~fljl\CO::"~11cOMMENTS 
ij NEW AUTOMOBILES W M:!-l ___ _ 

IACURA 

I 
AUDI 

;;~~. ~it :«::. 
m 3-DR SPORT COUPE ~P WICLOTH ,:,~OC538 X 
~'~h.OR SPORT COuPE ~P WIl.EATHER ~l~~0C538 L X 
k~~3-OR SPORT COUPE AUTO WICLOTH :JOC548 X 
l~*3-0R SPORT COUPE AUTO WIl.EATHER ~l~l~:OC548L X 
:;~~3-0R SPORT COUPE S 6-SP ,':~'0C530 x 
~~4-DR SEDAN S mUA568 x 

t I::::~ I: < 
:::::: :'~::4-DR SEOAN 1.8T AUTO :::,:,8E252H X 
~~~l~ M4-DR SEDAN 1.8T AWD ~P @SE2525 X 
,~:,: '$.4-DR SEDAN 1.8TAWDAUTO ,:,:i8E252Z X 

m ~~~:=3~O°C:~OAWDe-SP ~l~:::~ >', ~ 
:::;:: @4-OR SEDAN 3.0 QUATTRO AWD AUTO ~l~:~:8E25FZ x 

:,:,~4-DR WON 1.8 QUATTRO TURBO AWD S-SP :',t8E5525 x m 4-OR WGN AVI'Hr 1.8 QUATTRO TURBO AWD AUTO*~8E552Z X 
;;;;~ 4-DR WGN AVANT 3.0 QUATTRO AWO &-SP ,;ij8E55F9 x 
~~{4-DRWGNAVANTQUATTROAWOAUTO l'~"'8E55FZ x 
m 4-DR SEOAN 3.0 rll4B252H f.~ x 
tll4-0RSEOAN3.0QUATTROAWD ~14B252Z!i~ X 

~:~:~4-ORSEDAN3.0AVANTQUATTRO r!::~ 11·'· ~ 
::::~ ,:,:,:4BH57Z . . X 

l~~h4 ~t~ 'lbo5572 ~~ X lll14-0R WGN 2.7 AVANT QUATTRO TURBO AUTO· Il'olFSC tlll 

i,~j\j Ijj Ijj:~~:~: , ~ ~",l~:4-DR SEDAN 2.7 V6 QUATTRO AWO 6-SP l,',l'OIFSC "::::: 

i@S6 It: 4-DR WGN 4.2 V8 AVANT QUATTRO AWD I\l4B654Z ~ x 

r- I~~~E:,. i~ I: X ~::,: ::,:::330Xl4-DR SEDAN AWD 3.0 :",,:43 ~ x 
%MSERIES *M32-DRCONVERTIBLE3.2 t~32 f~ x 
:"':' ,f M3 2-DR COUPE 32 ,:::,:37 f.li x 

ItE ~LLE \\111\ 1:.\lsK069 II x 
~~l,; SEVILLE ,:,;,,4-DR SEDAN SlS WIT1S ",::,SKS69 T1S r.~ 

I I I ~ 

BMW 

CADILLAC 
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CHEVROLET 

CHRYSLER 

DODGE 

FORD 

IHONDA 

mCAVAUER .:.:-: 

t. 
J~CONCORDE 
,:,:~ SEBRING 

I~' 
i~~_ 
,: 
1=.=· 

I=
I 
~ri 

~~~~ FO:u::::,=;:;;,"';:::RS ~ :C:E::," ~~~O::7RY 

t;;~_, I;~ ~7 HOlsooysmE 
~t4-OR seDAN LS SPORT ~hJH69 X ....... . 

!Iroo 
SEDAN Z24 !llrH69 ~I'~ x 

f::~~ 4-DR SEDAN SPECIAL ~,~:~, LHYX41 x 
,::::: 4-DR SEDAN LTD :::::,LHCP41 LTD .: x 
i~ 2-DR CONVERTIBLE GTC ~tJRCX27 ~ . x 
m4-0R SEDAN LX PLUS ~:jjl:JRCH41 PLUS f.~~ X 

:~~:4-DR SEDAN ES :~:::PLDP41 x 
N4-DR SEDAN RIf ~gPLDX41 .' X 

1111114-DRSEOANACR l:ilpLDS41I ~.~ X 

lIl4-0R SEDAN SE 1@PLDH41 SE ~':' X 
l:l,~4-DR SEDAN SXT {:j,lPLDP41 SXT I: x 
,j,!:l4-OR SEDAN SEAUTO l,!:;:JRDM41 m x 
~:~ $t;JRDH41 fi X 

I I 
g~::~=~::'!J11OA l~l~~:~:~ ~ 
N jlP39 :;:. X l~fl~3-OOHATCHBACKSVTWIZTEC900A 
::::,:3-DR HATCHBACKZX3 PREM 110.0. :,~::P31 PREM X::,::::, 
'~~3-DR HATCHBACKZX3 PREM PWR l20A lli*P31 PREMPWR X :% 
M4-DRSEDANPREMLX21OA mP33PREMLX x 1tf 
~'§! 4-DR SEDAN SE COMFORT WISPl 310A K:P34 COMF x :H 
j,l'~4-0RWAGONSECOMFORT 410A ,!!j!!P36COMF X !tl~ 

1111~:::"'~:~=6OOA 'JI:r~: ~ 1!lkDR COUPEGT BULLIT 
m ~!tP55 305A X ~f:~4-0R SEDAN SES STANDARD 305A 
44-00 SEDAN SEL PREM 120A !:""P56 PREM x 
"'~ 4-DR SEDAN SES DLX 310A ~f,P55 DLX X 
~~ 4-DR WAGON SE DLX 505A/506A flP56 DLX X 
@4-OOWAGON SE PREM 507.0. ,l,l,lp58 PREM X 
~~~4-OR WAGON SEl DLX 510A @P59 X 
:ili~2-OO CONVERTIBLE DELUXE :::~ P60 DLX 
~12-OR CONVERTIBlE DELUXE WIRT W P60 OLXRT 
:,~:: 2-OR CONVERTIBlE NEIMAN MARCUS ED ,,:~P64 
~l~h .. OR CONVERTiBlE PREMIUM ~lp60 PREM 
t,l2DR CONVERTIBLE PREMIUM RIT ~~~P60 PREMRT i!i.~ 

~~~:~:~~~~~~~~~ m:~~ ~LXEM X 
X 

ll~~ lll~ .', 
M2-DRCOUPESEAUTO lflCG320 I~P 
~';':2 .. DRCOUPESEAUTOWISRS :':':'CG321. "~ x 
M2-DR COUPE ULEV SE AUTO f~:CG322 r x 
@2-0RCOUPEULEvSEAUTOWISRS NCG232 " x 
::::::4-DR SEDAN SE AUTO :::::,CG567' , x 
~t4-DRSEDANSEAUTOWISRS MCG567sRS 1m x 
::;::: ::;::: ~t~ 

x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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IMAKE ~~~ MODEL 

I~ 
I-T. 
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INFINITI 

JAGUAR 
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I~ 
~::::/35 

t 
I~ 
iii::: SC430 
~m:~ 

:~:~~ SIIPERUFO", HEW rrEMS UST ~i~ IRS MOTOR VEHICLE IHDIISTRY- ~~~:! ?t 
:::~: FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2001 DEALERS ~ (DECEJIJIJER, 2001 CALENDAR YEAR) ~r:~ :~~1 PAGE 3 OF 13 
::::;; :::;;;MODEL I' :;;;:~ W COMMENT::~* 
tSODYSTYLE ~t,CODEYES NO P/:SODYSTYLE ~~$ CODE ~:$;:;:~C~O:::M:::M::::EHTS==-____ -I 

l~4-DRSEDANUlevSEAUTO iiCG668SE ~ X ~~~~j{ ~l~\ l~~~ 
:t4-DR SEDAN UlEVSEAUTOWISRS :i~::CG668SRS ~~ X i;i~::: ::::~ f~ 
~:?: ::::~ X M:4-DR SEDAN GXAUTO WISRS :::~:OIFSC :~:hOO1 MODEL 

rHATCH .... HnOWUC I: . : I"'HA,,",,""GT'" LNG t"mo.-
#: :::*42552 • X ::::::ii5-DRHATCHBACKGTAUTO itTIMING lboo11NTR08l2MlO 

~~::: :~= ~O ll~~~~::~ ~ ~~~1~~ ,.,., .... ~ 
:*-~ 4-DR SEDAN GlS va $-SP i:[~24453 X i:i~~: 
r~4-DR SEDAN GtS va AUTO W24452 X $i:~:: 
@4-DR SEDAN LX va 5-SP @24463. X jl@ 
::::~4-DR SEDAN LX va AUTO ::::~24462· ~ • X::::;::; 

1~\~!~::OO::~O ![[[i~:~~ ~ ~ ~[[!~~ 
iii lb..., I X 1IIl ... """"" .... "a 

I~=_~a ~; t; i"'-W'~ro 
n 4-OR SEDAN SPORT 3.0 va AUTO ilil~S 3.0SPORT I X ltt 
~~~4-DR SEDAN SPORT 4.0 va AUTO ::::::S 4.OSPORT l;., X ::::~~ 
~:i:i 4-DR SEDAN AWD 2.5 va ::::i;x 2.5 ~~ X :::i::~ 
::::::4-OR SEDAN AWD 3.0 VB ::h 3.0 ~l~ X :~;:::: 
i~i~~~4-DR SEDAN SPORT AWD 2.5 va Nx 2.5SPORT i-' X tn m 4-DR SEDAN SPORT AWD 3.0 SPORT itx 3.OSPORT I~" X M~ 
:i:r:iXJ 4-OR SEDAN SPORT i:~:i:XJ SPORT • X :m~ 
:?::;XJ 4-DR SEDAN SUPERCHARGED ::::::XJ SUPER . X ::::::~ n til HI":-' X tI4-DR SEDAN V8 SUPERCHARGED (lTD AVAIL) 
iii::: iii::: *_, X %::2-DR COUPE va SUPERCHARGED 

\j\l~ j~1~~ ~ X j~jl~~2-DR CONVERTIBLE va SUPERCHARGED 

mj~j ~~l~:~: I~* ~ ~l~~~~~: :~~: ~~:~O ;:::hIMING :::;~2001INTRO 11122m 
I~ m>2222 . t*=! X ~lHl4-0RSEDANLXvaAUTo @lTIMING :m2001INTR011122JOO 
:::;~ ::::::51241 ~~ X :::;:;::4-DR SEDAN SE 2.4 5-SP ::::;:TIMING :::::::2001INTRO 11122JOO 
~t l~51242 ~i1 X ~lt~:4-0RSEDANSE2.4AUTO tiTIMING il20011NTR011122JOO 

[j5-DR WAGON CINCO ~SP tj~~~:~ ~t~ ~ 
::::::~DRWAGONCINCOAUTO :;::::31502 *~i X 
t: 4-DR SEDAN 5-SP m24401 ~~~ x 
~:~:~:4-DR SEDAN AUTO :~:h4402 W:~~ X 
~::~~ 4-DR SEDAN LS ~SP th4441 *~il X 
~t~ 4-OR SEDAN LS AUTO ~~;~~; 24442 M1 X 

~f~ lI~ I~ 
@4-DR LUXURY SPORT SEDAN AUTO :tl9000 ~ X 
iii:;: 4-DR LUXURY SPORT CROSS AUTO ;;::~9520 ij~l X 
;:~;:4-0R LUXURY SPORT SEDAN >SP ::::::9501 ~fl X 
~t:2-0R LUXURY SPORT COUPE AUTO :t~9270 i~~ X • •• 
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:N SUPERUFO"". NEW ITEMS UST----- :m;~ IRS MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY 

IMA~~ 

IUNCOLN 

m FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2000 DEAURS @1: (DECEMSER, 2000 CALENDAR YEAR) 

I ~ !:~;~: '"""~~ !IIIIISODY STYLE ~~~!~~~:~ rs :::::::: 

~~~~~~ PAGE4OFf3 

MAZDA 

MERCEDES 
BENZ 

MERCURY 

MlTSUBISHI 

;::::: 4-DR SEDAN DRIVER SELECT 

~:::[~: ~~~: ~~;~~~:~:;,E 
t~~4-OR SEDAN PREMIUM 120A 
;:::;: 4-DR SEDAN VG CONVENIENCE AUTO 110A m:: :=::~:~~:~~~A 
f~l4-DR SEDAN va PREM AUTO 210A 
:::::: 4-DR SEDAN va SPORT AUTO 220A 

111114-DR SEDAN SIG TOUR PREM 240A lll~l~:~:' ll~llf~ 4-DR SEDAN LSE AUTO l~~lT'M'NG jl[1~~2002INTRO 211AJ2 

~I~~g: :~= =~~::~~:~~M 200A ~~:~t~~ ::~~ x ::~~~fl~ ~~:~~\DIFSC ~~~1~1:ADMIN CODE CHANGE 

~~~[~ 4-DR SEDAN SIGNATURE TOURING 230A ~~111~~~ ~lflll~4-DR SEDAN SIG PREM 220A (EX IN NE REGION) lllli REGION lf~l~ 
;;:~; ::;:~M82125OA :~;:~;4-DR SEDAN SlG PREM 250A (IN NE REGION) ;:::iREGION ::::~: m ~:~;!:M82126OA ;!~:~;!4-DR SEDAN SIG TOURING 260A(IN NE REGION) ~!bEGION !m 

~~~~~~~04-:RS~~"'!.~~O ~:~~l~~~~G I x ~t~~~ :::~: 
lltCLK55 AMG 2·DR CABRIOLET AUTO rl~CLK55 MMG il' :~: .. 
:;:::: SLK32 2·DR COUPEIROADSTER AUTO ::~::SLK32 i~ 

I I~' 
:;:;::l-DR COUPEVG SPORT ;:~:;T61SP' 
~itl-DR COUPE VG SPORT PREMIUM ::::::T~' aae.. :. 

l1~l-DR COUPE va SPORT ULTIMATE .n 

~~~~~~ GRAND i~ii~4-DR SEDAN GS CONV 110A :1:::~ M14 CONV x ;:;:::;: % 
:;:;:: MARQUIS :~~4-DR~GSCONVWIREGPKG11OA ;;:;:;M74CONVR x ;;~:::: :::::: 

~!l!l !lll~!~::: t: ~~::~~:::G 230A ~i:~: UlTR x X l!~~~ !ll~DIFSC 
::;;;; :;~:4-DR SEDAN LS ULTIMATE 23M :::;::M75 ULT x ;:;:;:;: :::;:: 

I:, I~~~~~'~- I~~rol ~ I I 
:::::: LANCER ~:~~: 4-OR SEDAN ES SOSP :~:~;~LN41.B 5-SP ~ X ~:m 1;~;~ 

!~~ l\l! !li~l Ii l!l!l~i ~~i! ::::~: 
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:;:;:; :;:;:; SUPERUFO'" - NEW ITEMS UST IRS MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY 

m i~ FOR CALENDAA Yr:AA 2001 O~~ODEL. ECEMBER, 2001 CALENDAR 

IMAKE m MODEL ~M BODY STYLE ~q CODE ~ YES NO ~~~~~~;~:: B::O"'D:,:;Y..:S""TYLE.:..=::.-__________ ---1 
i~~;~: ;;~r: ~~1~' ~~!:~ 

MlTSUBISHI ::::::LANCER ~~:::4-DRSEDANESAUTO ;;:;::LN41-BAUTO . X 
~;:::4-DR SEDAN OZ RA1.l Y !>-SP ::::::LN41-R !>-SPI' X 
~~hDRSEOANOZRAlLYAUTO tl:LN41-RAUTO ~ ... X 

I I ~< 
% 4-DR SEDAN 2.5 !>-sp ',:,',0565!~ X 
;1,1114-0R SEDAN 2.5 AUTO 1f:0561 ~~ X 
W4-0RSEDAN2.5S!>-SP ~1t0575 f:~ X 
:{~4-DR SEDAN 2.5,S AUTO ::",:0571.::>.: X 
~~~ 4-DR SEDAN 2.5 Sl !>-SP ,tI0585 ~ X 

NISSAN 

:~;? 
::::;:: 

PAGE 5 OF 13 

I\) 

OLDSMOBILE 

II 
:,~~ :':':'CARR"DRTA.,,.ATIP ;:;:':993210 TIP ~f' X :,:;:;~ ::::::---- - :.:.:.: ::::;: ~3:: tr nn~ . :::::: ::::~~~ :::::::: 
:;:;:; :;~:; CARR 4S 2-0R COUPE ,:,:;:996430 ~*'~ X:::,:;:: 

i~1~ ~11~CARR4S2-DRCOUPETIP j1j~:996430TIP *~ X l~~~ 

l~!~~~ ROLLS ROYCE ~~ SILVER SERAPH LAST OF LINE !!!i!! ROLLS RRSSL I 
:i~[i II ~:~:~: ~ij 
I1t 9.3 SERIES ~;:~~ SoOR HATCHBACK SE 2.0 ~t:355 tM X 
:;:::: •• 5 SERIES :::::: 4-DR SEDAN ARC V6 3.0 ,:::,:574 @ X 
-- ~~~4-DR SEDAN LINEAR 2.3 I~:524!m X 

tjSoOR WAGON LINEAR 2.3 jt:S25 ~ X 
,:,:;:SoOR WAGON ARC V6 3.0 :::,::575 ~¢ X 

I I I 
M b~ IX 
I m ~ 
~f 4-DR SEDAN RS 2.5 AWD !>-SP :)'JA *~ X 
;~;~:~4-DR SEDAN RS 2.5 AWD AUTO I;:;::JB t~~ X 
~~'~;4-DR SEDAN WRXAWO!>-SP ,I,I;IJC t;i X 
::::::4-DR SEDAN WRX AWD AUTO '::'\JD §t~~ X 
F>DRSPORTWGN2.5TSAW05-SP MLA tw X 
[~[~I5-DR SPORT WGN 2.5 TS AWD AUTO 11 LB W~1 X 
::,;,;SoDR SPORT WGN OUTBACK AWD SoSP ,:;,':LE tJ~ X 
ltl>DR SPORT WGN OUTBACK AWD AUTO mm LF liiJ X 
:::I:: SoDR SPORT WGN WRX!>-SP ~:I:I: LC fJ!:1' X 
::;:;:5-DR SPORT WGN WRX AWO AUTO :,:nD tr::· X 

;~:I:LEGACY %4-DRSEDANOUTBACKH63.0AWD mAl ~h X 

f 
PORSCHE 

I 
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." 
,SMB 

". 

~ 
" 0 
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" '" g 
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IRS MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY 
(DECEMBER. 2001 CALENDAR YCAR) 

!I"";"LDR SEDAN SPORT EDITION 

rt 4-DR WAGON SPORT EDITION 

IE~ 
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thOOl INTRO 9/1100 
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::::~ SUPERUFO"'· NEW ITEMS UST 
1~~~ FOR CALENDAR Y!:AR 2001 DEALERS 

R :1:1:1MODEL 
t:8ODYSTYLE ::1~iCODE • • 111111 NEW LIGHT DUTY TRUCKS It 

I:::.,"",=cx t~ 
ili*4-OR FWD SPORT UTILITY ex 1t:4BK26 

I I;" 
::t4-0R AWO SPORT UTIUTY EXT ti6K15936 

I!::: :::::== = I~:: 
~~~4-0R 2500 2WO SPORT UTILITY WCC25936 
m 4-0R 2500 4WO SPORT UTILITY ::::~CK25936 

~:::: BLAZER :;~~ ~i~~CS10518 
;1:~ EXPRESS PASS ~~~3oOR 1500 L T SWB 1~lCGI1405 
:~~IILVERADO ~f.~300R 2WO CREW CAB LS HO r.~~CC15143LS 
~:::1500 ?:~3oOR2WOCREWCABLTHO ~~lCCI5743LT 
~@ ~:::13oOR 4WO CREW CAB LS HO ~:ll1cK15143LS 
:1,1:1 ~:~300R4WOCREWCABLTHO 1:~::CK15T43LT rACKUP I IE§ m TRAILBLAZER m 4-0R 2WD SPORT UTILITY EXT LT :lCS1S806 LT 
@ Wi4-0R2WOSPORTUTILITYLS :{CSI5506 
:::,:: ~~:: 4-0R 2WO SPORT UTILITY L T :;:;::CSI5506 L T 
fl N 4-DR 2WO SPoRT UTILITY L TZ If:csl5506 LTZ 

~!l I~l~:::~:~~~:~~~TLT m~~~=LT 
f:l ~m~~4-0R 4WO SPORT TUILITY LT tt:CTI5506 LT 
:,:;;; :::;;: 4-DR 4WO SPORT UTILITY L TZ ;:::,:CTI5506 L TZ 
@lVENTURE m 4-DR PASS WARNER BROS LWB AWO ttt 1 UT16 WB 
:.:.:. :.:., .:.,: lUM18 LT 
M lj 4-0R PASSENGER LS LWB AWO tt: 1UT18 LS 
::,~ ,:,l,l4-0R PASSENGER LT LWBAWO :?,UT16 

ta~~ [::::: i~: 
::~:, ::::~4-DR SPORT WAGON TOURING EO ,,:;::PTCP44 

r~~' rw

_

a I~ 

-I (D::":~:R~U:;~ U w -- j~~1 PAGE TOF fl 
:--. .. ::;:::;: :::~: COllMENT:::::~ i\:YJ:s NO 1t1;lsODYSTYLE jlll:l CODE lllll~cOMMEN7S I: I 'M~'=m~ I I 

~ ~f~~4-0RAWOSPORTUTILITYexLZI7 ~lD1FSC 11~ 
~ili~~~ ~~~~~ ~~;~;~ 

- X ::;:;:,:4-DR 2WO SPORT UTILITY (AVAIL 1101) ~;:,:TIMING :;:::;:2002INTRO 11/3/00 
,~~ X tr4-0R AWO SPORT UTILITY (AVAIL 1101) gTIMING m~~l2002INTRo 11fJ/OO 

X ~:~:~~2W03oDR EXT CAB 6FT MOIFSC $2001 MODEL 
X ~~~~2WO 300R EXT CAB LS 6FT ~t,:OIFSC ~j.2OO1 MODEL 
X ~':::~4WO 300R EXT CAB 6FT ~:~OIFSC ,;:::::2001 MODEL 

'';;;1 X ~t~~4WO 300R EXT CAB lS 8FT ~~l~DlFSC #2001 MODEL 

.~ X 

~'ll~ X , .. ~:--,;, 
j~~~ .:.:ill X 

I~ I~~"~ L~ w ~~'. X llllll:;5-0R WAGON LX ll~~~:TIMING t~2001INTRO 911100 
<~ X ~~~t5-DR WAGON AWO LX ;tTIMING ~;1~i2°01 INTRO 911100 
.~ X :::::,::5-DRWAGON LXI :,::::TIMING :,,::;2OO1INTR09/11OO 
~~ X ~;lt5-DR WAGON LXI AWD tlTIMING l;;:~;~2OO1INTRO 9/1100 
M~ X ~t~::5-DR WAGON LTD :~::'~TIMING r:~)OOIINTRO 911100 
@3 X ,:,::;,'5-0R WAGON LTD AWO ,:,:,:TIMING ':':'::2001INTRO 911100 

X 
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~~~~~~ SUPERUFO .... • NEW ITEMS UST 1.00 IRS MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSmy - t:i·· iF 
:::::: FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2001 DEALERS :~.:~ (DECEMBER. 2001 CALENDAR YEAR) :::::: ::~:~ PAGE 8 OF 13 

,-- 1=:::« I~ tHO I::: 1~I=Mm 
:::::: ::::::RSYH52 ~, x :::::h·OR WAGON LX ::hIMING ,:::~:2001INTRO 9/1.00 

M=~~;VAN EL ~I:~::~:~;I '.:~~ ~ :~:~:~~ ~~ ~~ 
i1J ltRSKl.53 ,X ttGRANO CARAVAN SE :lTIMING @2OO11NTR09l1.oo 
:~~~ :rRSKX53 > x i,i:~:i:GRANO CARAVAN EX :i:iiiTIMING fi:!2001INTRO 911.00 
:i::~4X2ClUBCABSLT131WB ~:tAN1H31 [lP'~ x ~,i:i:i 
~~~4X2 CLUB CAB SPORT 131WB t:~~I1M31 ~~ x :{,:: 
:!'!::4X2QUADCABSLT ::::::AN1H84 m:~ x :f1:: 

ifi4X2 QUAD CAB SPORT 112WB MAN 1 M84 I~'~· x tr 
~[~~:~::~~~2WB m:~~;~ > •• ~ ~[~[[[~ 
M4X4ClUB CAB SlT 131WB i:tAN5H31 ;.1::c x :r::! 
f:4X4ClUB CAB SPORT 131WB !!tAN5M31 t~ x it!: 
::::::4X4QUADCABSlT ~::::AN5H84 I:§. x:::::::: 
~*:4X4REGCABSlT112WB fiAN5H81I :.:. x i!t;: 
W4X4 REG CAB SPORT 112WB mAN5M81 x i~i~ 

RDURANOO m4-DR2WDSLT WDN1H74 x M 
n ~,~~4-DR 2WD SlT PLUS ,~tDN1P74 ;.. x t:~ 

IIIII IIIE::~PLUS 111=: :1' ~ IIIII 
i:i,::"RAM PICKUP ~~~2WD15OOQUAOCA8lWB iiii!:OR1L42' X ~W M i~2WD15OOQUADCASSWB ~~,:OR1L41 x i::~~ 
:'::f. ~~:~2WD15OOREGCASlWB mORlLB2 
... ::*'2WD 1500 REG CAS SWB ::::::OR1l81 '., 

:::~4WD15OOQUADCASlWB ::::;:---.• - ~<.. 
~~4WD 1500 QUAD CAS SWB 
m 4WD 1500 REG CAS LWB 135WB 
m4WD 1500 REG CAS SWB l1BWB 

llf~ 
~:,~ 4-0R 4WD XLS CHOICE 220A 
m4-DR 4WD XLS SPORT 210A 

~ 
~ 
~. 

x 
x 
x 

.- x 

111i~ 4-0R 4WD XL T CHOICE 400A :~:;l U04 CH X 
~~~4-0R 4WD XLT PREMIUM 420A MU04 PREM X 
@4-DR4WDXLTSPORT41OA jjfU04SP X 

x 

}4-0R FWDVBXLSCHOICE 120A :::;;!U01 CH x 
:;~~4-DR FWDXLS SPORT 110A :::,~UOl SP X 

~~~4-0R FWD XL T CHOICE 300A l:!liu03 CH ,X .' .. 
~'~:4-0RFWDXLTCHOICE31OA mU03CH2~: X ~llt 
If.4-0RFWDXLTPREMIUM32OA 1:[:1'U03PREM x ~M 
~~ t1U01100A • x ~m4-0R 2WD XLS VALUE 
~~ fl U02 200A ' . • x tt 4-0R 4WO XLS VALUE 
!jl~:~4X2WAGONlT05.4ULT33OA iJU42330!' X t~l~~ 
m4X2WAGONLTOB.831OA ;:,:lU42310 x ::::~~ 
i,~~ 4X2 WAGON l TO 6.8 ULT 340A :""! U42 340 X:@ 
M4X2WIoGON LTD 7.3 32M mU42320 x M 
W,4X2WAGON LTO.7.3 ULT350A llfu42350, X 1* 
,}hX2 WAGON XL TS.4 PREM 130A ;",iU40 130 ~.. x ",,~! 
~;:~ 4X2 WAGON XL T 5 4 SSV 900A :'*'U40 900 ~. X ,:,:::,: 

:r:~1 ~li:~:=~~~:::!~: if~!~:~!~~ J ~ !~i!l!l 
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~:1: SUPERUFO"'· NEW nEMS List IRS MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY W fi,i 
ii~~ FOR CALEHDAII ~ 2001 DI!ALERS ECEMBER. 2001 CALEHDAII ti i~ii~ PAGE. OF 13 

fl SODYSTYLE IIF~g~ IrOc'6~~II'cOMME~ 
"'$ 4X2 WAGON XL T !I.8 PREM 140A """U4O 140 "":' "",: 

1~l:~:=~~~~:~~::M15OA ~~!~:~~ ~~:i :j~l 
§'~4X2 WAGON XL T SSV 7.3 820A :::'~U4O 920 
**4X4 WAGON LTD 8.8 ULT 420A ~i~:U43 420 
r~14X4WAGON LTD7.341OA t':U43410 
%4X4WAGONLTD7.3ULT43OA mU434lO 
1~11~~ 4X4 WAGON XLT 5.4 PREM 24M it U41 240 

~~~4X4 WAGON XlT 5.4 950A ~,i~U41 950 I" .< 
$i::4X4WAGONXLT8.82OOA f:i:U412OO, 
~~i4X4 WAGON XLT8.8 PREM 220A ~it~~u41 220 .. ;;:;:; 
::::;;4X4WAGONXLT6.8SSV83OA mU41830::: ' X:,:,:,:, 

~~~~~4X4WAGONXLT7.321OA ~1~~~U41210 ~~J X 11t1~ 
",:~ 4X4 WAGON XLT 7,3 PREM 230A ",,~U41 230 ~1 x f'~ 
~i4X4 WAGON XL T 7.3 SSV 940A it~u41 940 I' '. x M 
~~ ir~U41 190 x :",~~4X4 WAGON XL T SPORT 190A 
~~i4X2 WAGON SPORT CHOICE 120A itU60 CH . 
~~4X2 WAGON SPORT PREMIUM 130A ~:,i:U80 PREM . " 
:;:~~ 4X2 WAGON SPORT TMC CHOICE 120A :'~~;U67 CH $. 
l~l~:~:= =~~::::2~UM 130A lil~::6~EM ~" 
~:;:: 4X4 WAGON SPORT PREMIUM 23M ,~::, U70 PREM 
M 4X4 WAGON SPORT TMC CHOICE 220A MU77 CH 
~i~i4X4 WAGON SPORT TMC PREMIUM 230A mun PREM 

~f: 4X2 SUPERCAS SIS KING RANCH SWB mX17 KR m, 
:~:~ 4X4 SUPERCAS SIS KING RANCH SWB ,:,:,:X18 KR m .. .;.;.;.; 
Hi mF07 ~ x ~~l@2WDREGCABF/SSVTLlGHTNINGSWB 
::::~ ,i::::W07KR I x "i::'::2WDSUPERCREWCABKlNGRANCH139WB.. ... 
~l :;,i,tW07 HD . x i,i,ihwD SUPERCREW CAB HARLEY 0 139WB r:hIMING ~,i,i'2OO1INTRO 1MMlO 

r~ Mwoe KR ii x rr2WD SUPERCREW CAB KING RANCH 139WB tlTIMING Ml2OO1INTRO 1MMlO 
,~~:;2WDREGCABXL112WB311A ~,~,~,R10XL311 f.4 x ,~,1,~,~ ,1",~DIFSC ~:1,~::ADMINCODECHANGE 
1~~:2WDREGCASXL118WB305A i~~~1~Rl0XL305 ~M X ~~~~t ~~j~lDIFSC ~~~ilADMINCODECHANGE 
M2WDREGCABXLT112WB335A gR10XLT335 [,i x i,j,1", t,DIFSC ,~,~,~:2OO1MODEL 
M2WD REG CAB XLT 112WB337A t~R10XlT337 ~j x }~ti~ii ~~~DlFSC 1iI2001MODEl 
},1}2WDREGCABXLTI12WB338A t~~R10XLT338 l~~ x }tii jjjiiD1FSC ~~j~ij2OO1MODEL 
:ti2WDSUPERCABXL 126WB355A ~j,j,R14Xl355 J~ x ,i,fi t;jDIFSC mjADMINCODECHANGE 

jlj*=:~::~~~;:a~A ~!~!!:~~~~80 I~ ~ !~!~!~~ ~:~~: I~2OO1 MODEL 

~~~=:~:::~i~~~!3A :I!:::~~~ . 
M4-DR 4WD SUPERCAB Xl T 126WB 390A ~jm R45 XL T390 
~,'~4WD SUPERCAB Xl126WB lOlA ,i:~~R15 Xl308 

M4WDSUPERCABXLT126WB396A ~t:R15XLT396 1M x 'i,i,jj~ 
jjjt~'R10XL 1m x j:m::l2WD REG CAB SIS XL 112WB(EX Fleel) 

~~~~iR10XLT I'~ X ~ifi2WDREGCABSlSXLT112WBWIOAPPGRP 
:,;,:,R10 XlT .. X X ,:",:~2WD REG CAB SIS XlT 112WB W/APP GRP 

m:~~~~~ '::~ ~ ~~~1=:~~~~:~~~!!=:~,,;,a::P 
it~R10EDGE+ Ii x ~12WDREGCABF/sEDGEPLUS112WB 
l,~,j, R14 XL ~+.:~ x ,j,j,j,l2WD SUPERCAS XL 

tjlR14353A Ii x It%~ 2WD SUPERCAB TREMOR 353A (lTD AVAIL) J~TIMING t@4THQUARTER 2001 
j,j,j:R44 354A ~I" x ,W2WD SUPERCAB TREMOR 354A (lTD AVAIL) ~~~TIMING ~,t,~!,4TH QUARTER 2001 
i:"" R45 37M ~ X ,:!:,::: 4-DR 4WD SUPERCAB EDGE 126WB 37M ,:,:lDIFSC :::,:!, MODeL CODE CHANGE 
~i:~'R45391A . '.' x i~m4-DR4WDSUPERCABXLT126WB fili'DIFSC i~~iiMODELCODECHANGE 
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:H SUPERUFO" - NEW ITEMS UST 
:;:::: FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2001 DEAU:RS 

I~~u~~ I~ 
"'!:[ 4-DR 2WD SL T fhs15506 SL T 

1:::CA80~ .. SLM . IE'" 
1n~=:~~~=!:: :1:1~~~~~~~ 
l~l~==~~;:g:=~~ Illili~=~ 
~~~~::=~~~=::: m~= 
f[ 4WO 3500 REG CAB CHASSIS SWB [:[hK36003 
:l2WD 2500 CREW CAB LWB HID ~hC25943 HD 

. @2WD2500CREWCABSWBHID Mi,TC25743HD 
:~::2WD 2500 EXT CAB LWB HID ~::iTC25953 HD 
r=bWD 2500 REG CAB LWB HID t§TC25903 HD 
?J~2WD 4-DR 2500 EXT CAB SWB HID [j[hC25753 HD 
M4W025OOCREWCABLWBHID t[TI<25943HD ~:::: 
,:::~4WO 2500 CREW CAB SWB HID :,,:,:TK25743 HD ~, 
[j[j~4WO 2500 EXT CAB LWB HID jtTK25853 HD 
~:*4WO 2500 EXT CAB SWB HID ::::lTK25753 HD 
M4WO 2500 REG CAB LWB HID ~[j[jTK25903 HD 

L'~=CA8L~ IEj~E 
~1~=~:~~:~ l:l~~~~:~:HT 
[,hwo 1500 REG CAB LWB :[,[hC15803 
m 2WD 1500 REG CAB SWB 1t1TC15703 HT 
:::,:: 2WD 2500 REG CAB LWB ::::::TC25803 
m 2WD 4-DR 3500 EXT CAB [[[§TC35853 
m 4WO 1500 EXT CAB LWB fhK15853 m 4WD 1500 EXT CAB SWB *K15753 X 
N4WD 1500 REG CAB HTSWB t,TK15703HT X 
::::::4WO 1500 REG CAB LWB :::::,TK15803 x 
~~hWD 1500 REG CAB SWB :[hK15703 x 
@4WD2500EXTCABSWB @TK25753 X 
::~~ 4WD 3500 REG CAB :~~TK35803 x 
f?:4WD 4-DR 3500 CREW CAB [MTK35943 X 
t~ 4WD 4-DR 3500 EXT CAB [lTK35853 l~' x 
[:[[[:AWD 2-DR 3500 CREW CAB mTC35843 ~~~ x 
[~~[AWO .... DR EXT CA.B DENALI SWB mTK15753 DEN II'" 

II IIlg~~:: ' .. ~, ~ 

*:~~~ IRS MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY t~ --- .. ?:~~ 
~~~~ (DECEMBER. 2001 CALEHDAR !!:AR) :J [i:{: PAGE 10 OF 13 

t, NO 1::::CA8n"... 1=1= .... , 
~~i x :::::,::4WD SUPERCAB XLT OFF-ROAD 339A ;:::~TIMING ::;';::4TH QUARTER 2001 

,~ I I I I x m@'5oo PASSENGER VAN SLT llTIMING r>oollNTRO 7/14100 

.... ~ ~I!I~; [I[II!~:::~ 1~!!II~ 
x. t= B 

:i:i:~:~!:~:~:~:~~~~~= :~:1:[~:~:~~ i:i~~:~:~~:~~= 

I:: I::~:: 

::;:3 DIFSC ~~~;ADMIN CODE CHANGE 
..... ---- --- ---- -.---- •• --._ ~~~DlFSC ~~ 

!:!r~= ~~:~~:~=1) 1:1~~~~ ~~:~ ~g:~ 
:~:~[:[ 2WD EXT CAB SLE (AFTER 112M11l W DIFSC fboo1 MODEL 

x 

x 
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l\l[:l FO!U;~u,:,o;;= ="'~=RS 

':: I:: 1_''''' I~~: 
HONDA :;:;:; CR·V :::;:; me S-OR LX ;:;:;: R06s( 

I I~~~~' I~~ 
:l:l:lOOYSSEY llllll~g: ~:~~~~~:~~~~:t1)VO It::~~: HONDA 

ISUZU 

JEEP 

ti:i:l~~: = ~~~~ SPORT :::::~~~~4 SP 

KIA 

lLANo ROVER! 
RANGE ROVER 

IUNCOLN 

IMAZDA 

jlj::::~:= ~~~ ~S~UTO :lI~;~~p 

\\l',l!~::: ~ ~SS:E 1\1\\I:!~:P 

I=i=~~ Ic=I.-::"·'" 
$~i:~ x it;~; 4WO EXT CAB SL (AFTER 1126.1)1) ;:~:;:OIFSC {bOO1 MODEL 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

I 
!\t;!:OIFSC 

I~~ 
:\'lrFSC l:::::f:~ ~~:~ 
1I,l:: i!i!~2001 MODEL 
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i:l:l: \1LLAGER 

:,::j SILHOUETTE 

~t~ 

j:l\l\ FORESTER 

MERCURY 

NISSAN 

OLDSMOBILE 

PONTIAC 

SATURN 

SUBARU 

:ll\:l FO!U:::e::;::2:M;;:;RS 

l::::~~"nu~ I~ 
if:<4-0R WAGON ESTATE PREMIUM ~~lV14 ESTPR 
:r~5-0RWAGON POPULAR :{:V11 POP 
~~t 5-0R WAGON SPORT PLUS t::V12 SP+ 

I::~~::~~:~::;;~ I;:: 
[l[jjj:g ~~!~ ~~~~~~~S~n.rH AUTO :::g~~~ 
l~ 'ZWO CC XE VB LONG BED AUTO it 7321 

!~lll=~~::~~O l:@:~~~ 
:::::: 'ZWO KC se VB WI\, TH AUTO ::::::3341 

I:~!:~~~~:~~~:~g~~~o t:I:;~ 
ljj~i:: ~~ ~i: ~o;T~ ~~~~UTO ii:l:::;;~ 
!1j=:::;~;o ::1~:;~ 

IE~~§E: Ii?] 
:::,::4WOxeV8 SIC AUTO ::':':1421 

!'tOR 2WO UTILITY :\:LS15500 

::t 400R AWO UTILITY n::HT15500 

j:j!~~: ~:~:~: ~~~~::;~~T !:::!';~;:: GLS 

I::: ::~::: ~=;:, ,'" I~,~ ~SA 
:iij:l~~: ~:~~: :~:~:so 1SYWIPDY ::1!::~~~~~ ~~ 

I;;~T~::;~~ I~;m 
:{:::400R AWO SPORT UTILITY AUTO {:,ZLl26 

I::::::·::::TO r~ 

m@ IRS MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY 
:~~::::: (DECEMBER, 2001 CALEHDAR YEA'Y t NO ~::~_TUTlu~AWO 

x 

i~l-="~" 
l','LM'NG illlhOO21NTRO 11~roo 
:{:TIMING :::hOO2INTRO 11I29l00 

!Illil IIIif451 AS OF lon7ml 

,:,::: :,:,::: 1465 AS OF 10127 m1 

t~~ Ih461 AS OF 10127m1 

x 

I 
t:j[\[!2001 MODEL 
~,::bOO1 MODeL 

ml 

I x 
I~~ 
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W f.~~~~ SUPERUFOTM - NEW ITEMS UST l'& 
l:~~~ :~~~: FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2001 DI!ALERS r . 

IMA--- M W :;~*MODEL • 
IN: W MODEL t:; BOOYS7YI.e W CODE t:S 

;.:::: :.::;. .:.:.:-

ISUZUKI 

I 
TOYOTA 

M XL-7 m 2WD UMITED AUTO ff:LVS82W 

. ", III I!II~::;~ 
M @2WDSTANDAROAUTO ~lLVNa2F 
~~~~~; ;~~~~ ~~;~ L VS82T 

M jl~14WOLIMITEDAUTO l~~~::~ 
!;;:: M ;!~:\WRa1F 
:~~:! t§.4WDSTANOAROAUTO !:::!:LWN82F 

I~- I 15 
ii!:~HIGHLANDER ::!~:~R2WDAUTO ~~l6910 

'I Ir~lE~E:;?~UTO IIIIEE 
$1~ ~*l4-OR 4WO L TO va AUTO f.~~~!6936 - - -

x 
:;:;:X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

'X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

x 
X 

.:::",.X 
'-iliiX 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

.~.~ X 
§: X 
i£ ~,:,J,X 

'·'m;:'.' "$:," X p' 
I~X ~~:. 

~:~ 
tW-
:?.-... !o-!:! 

IRS MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY 
(DECEMBER. 2001 CALENDAR YCARI 

NO ~l~~~ BODY S7YI.e 

I;::;:~ 
*:~::2WD STANDARD 5-SP 
~~~ 
~::~2WD TOURING AUTO 

~f~ 4WO PLUS 5-SP 
M4WO STANDARD 5-SP 

JJ~ 4WD TOURING AUTO 
~M2-0R 2WD HfTOP JLS 5-SP 
*!:!~2-0R 2WD HlTOP JLS AUTO 
M2-DR 4WO HlTOP JLX5-SP I __ ~U_ 
I 
<::::::2WD 4-0R 5-SP 
H~2WD 4-DR AUTO 
:$4WD ~R 5-SP 
~!:::r: 4WO 4-0R AUTO 
~m2WD ~R L TO AUTO 
~t2WO 4-DR SR5 AUTO 
~:::::: 4WO ~R L TO AUTO 

~~ili~~= ~:R~~5N~~T~ AUTO 

iiii:i~:g ~~:=~R~~~~~~TO 
I_~W~'O 

i~i="w" 
:!:~iTlMING !:!bOO1INTRO 12110W 
WTIMING ~~t2001 INTRO 12110W 
gTlMING W2001INTRO 12110W 
•• ::: .;=i-~ 

IITIMING }.,:~ :1211A1o 

mTlMING ti2001INTRO 12110W 
:!:hIMING W2001INTRO 12110W 
~1* f~~ 
~":?TIMING 'l'2001 INTRO 1211100 
MTIMING ¥2001INTRO MoW 
~:}TIMING M2001INTRO MoW 
MOIFSC ~~~2001 MODEL 

~:hIMING !:~bOO1 INTRO 9I1oW 
tiTIMING t!ii2001 INTRO 9I1oW 

~~I:~:~:: ~iI:~ :::~:o 
~hIMING !m2OO1INTRO 1111100 
:!:!:!rIMING @2001 INTRO 1111100 
MTIMING @2001INTRO 1111100 
::::::T1MING :~::::2001INTRO 11110W 

i!i!il~:~:~~ ~i!1!:~ :~~:~ ~~~: 

r~ r~""~ 
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